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1 his practical hook is designed for the radio serviceman, engineer,
amateur or experimenter. It gives both radio theory and practice—
presenting the latest teehnieal information in simple terms that you
can easily apply to everyday problems. Note the table of contents below—
TABLE OF

CONTENTS

1. lOUD speakers and their use
Writlim by outstanding experts in the design and applien I ion of
loud speakers. C.overs the acoustical properties of various designs,
I ells in detail how loud speakers may lie selected and installed
for greatest economy ami best performance. New information
, . . never before published.

7. FREQUENCY MODULATION
Clear, concise, easy to read, this chapter provides a simple
explanation of the design principles and operating conditions
involved in FM circuits. It provides a solid foundation of knowledge for servicemen, radio engineers, amateurs and cx|>cnnicnters
. . . anyone concerned with the practical appliealions of FM.

"2. SUPERHETERODYNE FIRST DETECTORS AND OSCILLATORS
The heart of a superheterodyne is its first detector. Many receiver problems involve more than just voltmeter readings. This
chapter makes servicing easier hy prcseiuing the basic principles
governing first detectors and oscillators. It covers all modern
conversion systems.

8. TELEVISION
This section provides the basic information needed to prepare for
Buccessfui work in the television boom that Is sure to follow the
war. Understanding television now will pay dividends later.

3. HALF-WAVE AND VOLTAGE DOUBLER POWER SUPPLIES
Explaining the power supply design in AC-DC and series heater
type receivers and amplifiers. Contains faets with which everv
serviceman should he familiar. Explains the "mystery" hrcakdowns encountered in actual practice.
4. VIBRATORS AND VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES
Complete, up-to-date information on the operating conditions
and application of both vibrators and vibrator power supplies.
Important facts about tbeir design, and tbc rc<|uirenienls for
satisfactory performance of vibrator-operated equipment.
5. PHONO-RADIO SERVICE DATA
Understanding of the mccbanical and electrical principles inyolycd makes servicing easier, quicker and more profitable.
I bis chapter 'tells all . . . and has been called priceless by
Servicemen who have previewed it.
6. AUTOMATIC TUNING
In this section is a full description of the various systems of
automatic tuning . . . how they work and how to adjust them.
Every serviceman will profit from the information given here,
since he'll use it constantly.

P. R MALLORV a COl (nc.
Hf'
APPROVED
PRECISION PRODUCTS

9. CAPACITORS
Wartime servicing depends on making the host use of available
components. This article shows how to install condensers for
specific applications, without being dependent on duplicate replacements. Heading this article will help you make repairs
promptly and assure your customers of pa I is factory service.
TO. PRACTICAL RADIO NOISE SUPPRESSION
Yon can easily become an expert on radio noise by applying the
information provided in this chapter. New, down-to-earih, fieldproven methods of solving practically any noise problem . . . How
and where to use noise fillers and much other data. Interestingly
written, easy to understand.
11. VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS
This measuring device is proving inereasingly useful in both radio
work and industrial clcclronica. Here's a full explanation of how
commercial vaemmi lube voltmeters operate.
12. USEFUL SERVICING INFORMATION
All tbc general references a serviceman needs . . . tables, ending
data, standards, design ebarts, etc. Eirryona interested in radio
will have frequent occasion to use this section.
T3. RECEIVING TUBE CHARACTERISTICS
Complete tables covering all American lube types. Arranged in
convenient form to save von lime.

'.V)2 pages,
x II inches, with valuable inforniaiiori much of which has
never before heen available. IVofuscly and accurately illustrated. The
Now iM > E 11'.( .11 \[(.A U MA NT \U is durahly hound in hard (doth covers
with permanent sewed hinding. Do to your nearest Mallory Distrihu tor
and buy this dc luxe edition at the ncl price to radio .servicemen—$2.00.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., INC. • INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA •

Cable Address, PELMALLO

Battle Flags
for Philvo Soldiers

of Produetion

Three Army-Navy "E" Flags . . . three

in the production of war equipment."

citations of honor from our fighting
forces . . . that is the proud record of

To you of the Philco family belongs
a share of these honors. For, as we

Philco's soldiers of production.
On separate occasions in Philadelphia. Pa., Trenton, N. J., and Sandusky,

devote ourselves to the service of our
armed forces, it is the support which
you have given to Philco and its prod-

Ohio, distinguished officers of the
Army ahd the Navy have presented
the men and women of Philco with
these Awards "for high achievement

ucts through more than twelve years
of leadership that has given us the
knowledge, the skill and the capacity
to render this service to the nation.

PHILCO
P H I LAD E IP H I A, PA.

CORPORATION
.

TRENTON, N.J.

.
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On/y 44 years ago? when President McKinley asked Rowan to
lake the famous "Message to
Gareia," there was no better
way of eomiminiealing ....
hut today with the U. S. Army
Signal Corps equipment you
can eonmiunicate with a modern Garcia in a matter of
SECONDS!

enden
liJPsPKCN antoDuaRs
6601 SOUTH LA KAMI E, CHICAGO
SPECIALISTS IN ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AND
PRODUCTION FOR MILITARY ADAPTATIONS

2
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Emporium, Pa.
Formerly Hygrade Sylvania Corporation
Established 1901 . . . Makers of Incandescent Lamps, fluorescent Lamps, Fixtures and Accessories, Radio Tubes and Electronic Devices

RADIO ON TWO FRONTS — Ever a source of home entcrtammeo'
radio is now—in wartime- a vital necessirv at home and in battle Thus a
heavy responsibility rests upon radio tube manufacturers- Not only must
present home equipment be kept serviceable for the duration bur the
insatiable demands of the battle lines must be met and met promptly.
Tube-making is a job upon which Sylvania has lavished its extensive
resources and full energies si nee radio came out of the "cr^staT stage.
America can count on Sylvania's superlative line of radio tubes —paced by
the ifteompatably rugged "tock-Ih"—to measure up to Their impdftant
assignment
RADIO Retailing TODAY, October, 1942
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Xung-Sol radio tubes and lamps are vital parts of
the equipment so essential to split-second transmission and
reception of battle commands. On this basic responsibility
is founded the Tung-Sol campaign for Victory, which has
inspired all employes to give their best to their part of the
job. The spirited cooperation of the Tung-Sol organization makes it possible to produce, on the factory front, in
QUANTITY, QUALITY and QUICKLY, what is needed
on the fighting fronts.

TUNG-SOL

LAMP

WORKS,

INC.

Factories: Newark, N. J, ♦ Soles Offices: Atlanta • Chicago • Dallas • Denver • Detroit • Los Angeles • New York
4
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• Here is another of Farnsworth's distinguished new series of television
advertising now running in Life, Fortune, Business Week, Time, The New Yorker,
Newsweek and U. S. News. When the war is finally won and television
becomes a living reality in the homes of the nation, you may be sure that
Farnsworth will be outstanding in musical reproduction and television fields.
RADIO Retailing TODAY9 October, 1942

We are making more tubes than ever before in

there are some and possibly will be more for re-

our hi story, but the armed forces arc using almost
our entire output. Under existing conditions,
you may have to search for Ken-Rad Tubes, but

placements. Please bear with us in the knowledge that the better job we do now, the sooner
we will be able to meet civilian requirements.

Ken-Mtad. Radio Tubes Make Satisfied Customers

KEH-RHD

%e2a/"Radio Ttdea
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centrates on Producing

Radio ... and

Radio Only

Concentration on radio manufacture exclusively has indeed characterized Zenith's
long and progressive history in the industry.
' Today, every resource of Zenith's tremendous radio manufacturing facilities is being
devoted to the building of fine precision radio
for our fighting forces on land, on the sea
and in the air.

Everybody

t»l of,

.;c,iv overtn,. -adio.

In this period of producing for war, we are
contributing much and learning much that
will keep Zenith in the forefront when peacetime comes again .. .will produce more Zenith
"firsts" to be added to the long record of
•pioneering, which has proved so profitable
for Zenith dealers.
Zenith's proven advertising strategy, used
so successfully in establishing deserved
supremacy for the Trans-Ocean Clipper and
Wavemagnet Portables, calls for hard-hitting,
moderate sized space, run with rapid frequency
in a diversified list of periodicals.

Running
Frequently
in a

„

RAOlO
r7cvO«V t^

Advertisements similar to the one reproduced at the left will keep the Zenith name
alive before the American public.

Long List of
National
Magazines
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ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
CHICAGO

Sip
"On LEADERSHIP rests the responsibility for
getting things done,"
Only shorr months ago, the instrument goal in
this mechanized war seemed unattainable. In almost
unbelievable quantities instruments were needed for
our huge plane program—for a two-ocean navy—for
tanks, guns and walkie-talkies — for our arsenals
and factories — and for countless new devices of war.
To approach this goal meant far more at Weston
than the mere addition of factory and laboratory
equipment, and the usual worker-training program.
It meant imparting to untrained-.hands the skill and
instrument sense which ordinarily takes years to

vlimtsul
acquire. For it's this rare instrument sense, backing
up sound engineering, which has been responsible
for Weston's continued leadership.
This "E" award to the workers at Weston—the
first to any group in this specialized field—means recognition of their efforts in striving to attain the goal
in numbers, while never relinquishing the Weston
quality ideal.
And to our courageous fighting men everywhere,
it conveys the assurance that they can depend on the
men and women at Weston to continue furnishing
the essential instruments in ever increasing quantities ... until victory is won.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION, NEWARK, N. J.
RADIO Retail ini| TODAY, October, 1942
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MILLIAMPERES

HERE, in a few words, is one big reason why Simpson Instruments have written such an outstanding service record—why, in just a few years, they have skyrocketed to the
top at a pace unparalleled in the electrical industry.
Designers of electrical instruments, and users, alike, have
long recognized that a full bridge type movement with soft
iron pole pieces makes an instrument basically more accurate
and rugged. It remained for Simpson skill and ingenuity—
based on practical experience that reaches way back into
the history of electrical instruments—to put this finer design
into superlative practice, and to obtain for it the economies of
standardization and straight-line production.
If your need for instruments is vital enough to give you the
right to buy, it is vital enough to rate the best. Measured in
terms of ability to DO the job, and stay ON the job, best
means . . . Simpson.
SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 5208-18 Kinzie St., Chicago, III.

|||||^jjg%sr'
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'
«
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'A'The Movement of Lasting Accuracy
No single feature can be entirely responsible for
instrument accuracy. Some of the many refinements of Simpson design—perfectly coordinated
insurepieces
lastingdistribute
accuracy—are
fb®se.balanced
Soft ironto pole
magnetic
flux
more
evenly.
Full
bridges
at top and
bottom hold the moving assembly always
in
perfect
alignment.
Magnets
are
heat
treated,
then aged for permeability. Springs are carefully tempered and tested for permanent xesiliency. Pivots are completely Simpson-made—
specially processed lor strength and hardness.
Selected jewels are the finest obtainable.

Model 260 High Sensitivity Tester

.08* '

t0
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UTAH

radio

TELEPHONE
SUPERIOR 8388

products
8 12- 34%* R

company
N

STREET
U • S • A-

A long time ago Utah Radio Products Company established a
policy which has, through the years, proved to be both sound
and beneficial to our jobbers.
This .policy is and will be strictly maintained.
Dii^Tihution of Products — through recognized jobber
channels only. Countless requests to alter this policy have
been flatly and repeatedly turned down.
Selection of Jobbers — careful selection made to avoid
unfair competition.
Geographical Location — territorial limits sufficiently
extensive to provide ample return from economical sales
coverage.
Product Development — Utah engineering and designing are
keeping pace with all industry improvements and developments.
Utah retains outstanding engineers and manufacturing experts.
Advertising — factual presentation of products in leading
publications to support the trade's merchandising activities.
Utah believes that jobber distribution is economically
sound for all concerned — that jobber distribution has been a
stabilizing influence in the industry — that it should be
maintained in any and every way which will not hamper the war
effort now — and be strengthened for the post-war period
ahead.

It is Utah's resolution to continue this policy which

has proved so mutually satisfactory.
Cordially yours,
UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY

Generalr Sfales Manager

RADIO Retailing TODAY, October, 1942
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A NEW

• The advertisement shown here recently appeared before the nearly
30 million readers of LIFE and THE SATURDAY EVENING POST.
Here is war advertising giving credit where credit is due—to the men
battling with their brains and blood to preserve our liberties.

KIND OF

For we of Stromberg-Carlson sincerely feel that our efforts are but
small in comparison to the sacrifices and hardships of the men in our
fighting forces. And we believe that this attitude, shared by our
distributors and our workers alike, cannot help but make us do a
better Job of backing up the men "out there."
STROMBERG-CARLSON, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

WAR ADVERTISING!
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Including Radio and Television Retailing
O, H. CfltjDWEljIj, EDITOR. M, CLEMENTS, PUBLISHER
480 LEXINGTON flVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.

oonildned—and nearly twice as many radio sets. The
l.'nited States tcial; D-dd stations, do miilion radio sets.
Tn radio sets per thousand popuhitiun, the United and
Xemral Xatinns liavc 47 per thonsand; ilio Axis jSTations
iy2 per ihousand; in the- United Stales iUelf there are
425 set4 for every thou-nod jjeople. Tn other words, there
arc nearly seven times ms many sols per thousand people
in the United States as in the Axis Nations. The United
States has 37 per cent ol' the world's radio stations. U24
out of 2.451. In short, a total of MU.GOO.OOO United
States radio families depend upon the !T4 -tm ioua of our
cyun) ry for eul ev tain men t, inforuuvfcinjj and oducathm.

War Produrdoti at Full Speed
Don'I IvCt ICailio^ I Mo!
In its cfTyi't to not nulio parts for servicing and roplauctncut, Uie radio trade Is now obtaijiiag the Iiolp of
the pmvorful l)i'o;uU;a^tit!g groups. For l.lie hroade.iskn's
are at last tlioroughly awake to the peril in wldeU their
radio MU'tleuon stands if tubes and parts are not made
available to keep radios working.
•Sixty rnillion radio sets are now in use in the TJniied
States. Kut radios in years past have been going onl of
service ah the rate of four to */./•• wiltwn seta o j/iar! This
tremendous shrinkage was evident during all the year.that radio-sot mamiractun1 ran eighi. to ihirteon nrlllion
sets a year, alihongh the net, gain in radios in use was
only four In seven nilllion sots a year,
Such shrinkage will eonliuuo to go on. and a rapid drop
in tho radio nndionee is sure In follow, unh-ss radio sorvicoin on get the lubes and parts to bolster tip tho drooping
iindience curve.

Ihidio-set xnanufaeturm-s have now been pretty completnly absorbed in the war effort. With the cxcoptioa of
two or three smaller producers, who are lupii.dating their
Imsinasscs, all tho other makers of liorne and auto-radios
have converted their plants wholly, ami I it ken contracts
for war iruitcric under the huge radio program of the
iirmod forces, running into the billions.
And it now -eerus likely that for tho time bring, or tlie
duration, present niamitaciurer? will be kept going at
their oxi-ting rate- nf prnilm-tion providing raw matcrialaml r.-uminnieiits arc avallnbh-. Final assembly capacity
is now opera ling tinder I lie dire >4, ion of Uudto Chief Kay
0. Ellt.- of the War Productton Konrd. to curry un inililaiy-radio production at the rale desired. IToviding critical materials and component.- are secured, the assembly
fnelories will lie- kept, going at maximum rare.

Five Out of Six i\ee«l Sols
Only oue-.-ixiii of our soldiei" boys? have radio set-.
This is the lesson of a survey just conducted by the
War Department, which also finds that the favorite li.-ieniug Jmui's arc 0.13 to 7 in the morning. 12:13 to 12:45 at
mid-day and 7 to 8:80 at night. Nearly half tin? men
reported that they were unable to time in on (heir favorite programs hecjiuso the time was inconvenient or the
local si at ions did not carry them.
The survey also reveals ihat the boys in I lie military
service like their radio music "soft and sweet.," while
classical music and soap opera they put far down the list.
The War DeparIntent's survey ha? a lesson for anyone
seeking a gift to send to a boy in miifenm Unmistakably
a port able radio is the prize present the donor can select.

PRtSiNT AUDIENCE

Axis vs. FnlKm) iValions. in lladio
In all the world, there are 2.451 radio stations—and
more than 1U8 million radio ?et>. reports Frank K. Mullen,,
general manager of NBC.
In the Axis Nations, there are 271 radio slat ion- and
38 million radio sets. In tho United and Neutral Nation-,
there are 2,210 radio stations and 75 million radio set?—
fight times as many stations a? in the Axis Nations.
Thus we soo thai, the United "Slate? alnne has nearly
four times as many radio stations as in all Axis Nations
It.AIIlO ftolnifiiiff TOIIAV. October, 1042
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Hi-ro t.1* |li«. r.-(ai<> si-rvK-i-iiisin's litucf-sl j«)ii
in liiKlur?'—til Icei'i* llx- rii din I isti-niiiK
JiiCik-I In ivartiiue. 'I'lie n-iuiir
ji»fi on fSd.nOO.Ono si-is ri-tiiiin-s iiromin «)liii-si I inti oi' iic-«-i--,sji r> n-iiUK-i-uit-ii 1 |)iirlN.
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• Kadio dealers have declared that
one of their biggest problems today
is to get into contact with all possible
sources of receivers. They axe anxious to do what they can to replenish
their dwindling stocks. And they
realize that there are a lot of new
things to think of, in trying to get
hold of the few sets that are available.
Certainly a buying effort of this
kind should not be regarded as any
life-saver. The spirit of '• business
as usual'' should be discarded once
and for all.
Thinh Mt Over
Actually the retailing of radio, just
as the x'etaiiing of automobiles, is
doomed by the war necessity eventually to shrink away to little or
nothing.
The big job of the radio dealer is to
service and to maintain those sets
which are in use and are wearing out.
This is a -big job and it is getting
bigger everyday.
As for the retailing or bartering in
used radios, this may well be a profitaWe business—as a sideline or by-

product of your regular service business.
And in getting new radios and selling them as long as they are available
—the dealer must not become blind
to the fact that someday there will be
no more new radios available.
Currently new sets can be bought
from a number of sources, if a dealer
will go scout for them. Other radio
dealers, "called to the colors," are
closing out their stocks as they close
their business for the duration, and
in some eases offer small stocks for
sale.
Wholesalers and distributors arc
glad to close out their remaining
stocks of radio as they take on. other
types of lines of merchandise. Exporters will gladly dispose of their
stocks caught by the freezing of ocean •
transportation.
And there are still a few manufacturers, particularly those small manufacturers who have specialized in the
export market, who still have small
stocks they will gladly dispose of.
But one day these will all be gone.
If we wait until that day, before taking some of the other steps which are
indicated as being necessary to pre-

serve the retailer's business integrity,
we will find then—it is too late.
Keep your radio sales going as well
as you readily can. But don't delay
too long in making the other arrangements which are really necessary to
keep your business going.
Looking Ahead
Someday, when this war has been
won, radio sales are going to "bounce
back" in a way which will make anything that has gone before look puny
in comparison. Until then, it is your
main job to keep your business intact
—to be ready for the flood-tide of
radio sales when it does occur.
Between now and then you must be
reconciled to a now order for your
business. Radio retailing—as you
have known it—is almost out, whether
you thinh so or whether you lihe it
or not
Every radioman must think about
his business now—or wish later that
lie had.
Service Counts
Keep your service department growing strong. Merchandise it, build it
up. Hi re and train women. Get

FADING
radio stocks point to more servicing, reconditioning and modernizing of sets
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ness as usual." It isn't in the cards.
Get the old ingenuity and enterprise
on the job—they are now very precious assets. More than ever before,
there is a premium now on alertness.
It is later than you think, hut radio
dealers throughout the country are
showing real enterprise and having
real success in keeping their business
going, and ready for the good times
which aren't too far away.

This Radio Shop
"Carries On"
The younger men of the Garing
family, who had done the radio
service work at the G. M. Garing
Radio Shop. Talladega, Ala., are now
in the Army. All of them are doing
a technical job for Uncle Sara, at
various outposts throughout the world.
That leaves James A. Garing, father
of the two Garing boys, to carry on—
and he is carrying on, hiring repairmen as he can find them.
"Jfiircliiiig" Tube Display
Gets Attention

Above is a servicing scene at the
fJaringr Radio Shop, described at right.

nfter otlier electronic applications for
industry such as sound systems, safety
devices production control equipment,
material inspection equipment and a
whole host of other electronic devices,
which industry is fast installing.
In straight retailing too, don't forget that other lines of merchandise
can. keep you going, even as they do
ethers. Records—of course! Music,
too, should he considered. Adult
games offer a real opportunity. Toys,
books, gifts—all have their possibilities—as the country gets out of its
cars and people go back to the social
life of 30 years ago. Consider, too,
that there are other lines and other
retailers in almost the same boat as
you. Give earnest consideration to
joining up with one of these—thus
douhling your experience.

Many alert dealers have done this
and more are doing so as time goes
on. Rut don't wait too long. And
above all get over the idea of "husi-

TO

HELP WIN

YOUR BATTLE
More service business
Electronic jobs
Outdoor games for adults
Summer furniture
Cooperative delivery
"Per cent of sales" rental
Sales to soldiers
Public-address jobs
. More records and music
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lie has conceived of an idea to link
his business up with the war effort.
He has a display of "blown" radio
tubes in his show windows, one for
each man who has gone to the service
from Talladega. The tubes look like
real men as they sit up in the window in military formation, and possibly this is an idea for other radio
shops to copy.
The shop has so much service business in military establishments in the
vicinity that elder Garing has a
standing pass. He feels that in a
way, he is in the Army, too. In fact,
he has painted his trucks a drab
brown, near the color of military cars.
"At one time we sold a lot of new
appliances, in fact I recall personally
selling seven refrigerators in one day,
but we are now concentrating 100
per cent on service," said Mr. Garing.
"I expect to preserve the business for
the boys when they return, and some
day I expect we will again have a
good merchandising as well as service
business."
15
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Ewing Galloway
♦ luulio servicemen liavg already been
credited nationally for the part they
play in civilian welfare. The job of
keeping all the vital wartime broadeasts coming in through the (>0,000,000 radios of the country is no small
factor in helping America to win another war.
But servicemen are helping in
many other ways. For ono thing, they
are beginning to take an expert band
in the War Emergency liadio Service,
which has been set up by joint action
of the Federal Communications Commission and the Office of Civilian Defense. These two agencies had announced last summer that radio amateurs, radio servicemen and others
having sufficient experience would be
asked to volunteer and serve in the
operation of civil defense radio systems.
The first license to be granted by
EGG for such a system in a coast
area, was that issued to the City of
1C

Lawrence, Alass. The attention of
the radio serviee industry turned instantly to that area to see what part
would be played by repairmen.
A representative of this magazine
was dispatched to the area, and found
that a radio serviceman, .Tames A.
.Mulligan, who operates Jim's Kadio

your CD Job
Help to organize WERS in
your district.
Offer technical advice and use
of equipment.
Help to service units of CD
system.

Laboratory at 310 Salem St., Lawrence, was right in the thick of the
new work, Air. Mulligan's service
bench is jammed with repair jobs, and
he's getting them out in good shape,
but lie's still giving a big share of his
time to radio's local contribution to
civilian defense.
Seruit'eim'ii ott fiuttf
This repairman has been appointed
"Radio Aide" for the District Warning Area which centers at Lawrence,
and working under the officials of the
radio department of the Protection
Division of the Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety, has been a
key man in the local organization
work of the new radio system. He's
a ham of long standing, and in bis
new job he lines up the amateurs
whose stations are being licensed in
the network of CD radio eonimimica(ions which covers the district.
He is likewise enlisting other ser-
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in

Civilian

vk-cmcii of the lomtory, to bolp in
huikliug-, installing and inaijiUiining
the equipment. It had been pointed
out by FCC that "engmcei'H are of
the opinion that spare parts lying
around radio repair shops are suftieient to construct the radios needed."'

In building up the system for nmxitinitn usefulness during air radio
alarms, the first units are used at the
control centers, and as other* become
avfiilabk; they are placed so as to extend the coverage of the network. In
til! brandies the radio service op-

Aluf nt Links

/

Basically, the plan is to *01 up a
network of two-way radios covering
the Warning Area, to serve as an
emergf'ney eonunurnealdon method for
the various report centers and air
radio posts. These units are lixodtuned to (he network frequency and
arc of three-types, tlic fixed units, the
lixed-portahie .jobs, and the portablemobile units. The latter are mounted in cars, and the fixed-portable jobs
are the onus of the "walking" types.
11 u->'<'<(# I it (| I tn port (i i U'<*
In ilio rase of the Law mi re District. WarniMg Area. wJiiob include*
-V.0I11G 12') SqUaty IIlib's ;iJld tlVe lloigil*
boring towns, it is estimated thai
abouI 30 pieces of equipment will W
needed. These are to bo operated by
WEKS licensed hams, and 14 of tliein
are already active in tests, Kvcnttuilly it is expectc.l that. som<' 20<t
may be uccilod to man the staiions
full tiine.
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Sli«»\vii Jiltovc :»r«; Hie live
Iiiilvt-il
l»j the Will- l-IiiMTaeHej itnilio Sei-v iee.
»yi(li l.siw relief 5«* eenier of Wnniiiiy
IliKtriet. Itelrnv, rititiil, is .l:>iiies A,
the .ser\ii-eiimu who is lt:H)tii
A ide for the ilistriot, hint Willihiti
l.> neb, him* 111 (tie hum ojiei-n(ors,
'I'hej're slni»»ii yillti one of the moltile
nni<> of the Ivmeryenej .System, oper:itoil hv t-'lifton I. VX ilkinson.
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era tea ih uti adjunct to existing organizatinn of civilian defense, and is
arranged throughout so that it will
su|»plenient the wired facilities whenever find wherever needed.
ftepdir Itespnnsihilitif
Kccalliug what vital services have
been performed by eiosely-knit ham
couimunications in previous eases of
nmergencies, such as floods and
storms, it will be seen that WEES has
a real job to do if the greatest of all
emergencies finally arrives, and the
enemy approaches our shores. Keeping all the equipment in 100 per cent
Operating shape will fall partly to the
local repairmen, particularly in cases
where most of the better-trained hams
have left the area to join up with the
Annod Forces. The prompt supplying of vital replacement parts will
mIsd he part of the job for the *erviecmiin who thus becomes a key unit of
civilian defense.
>l«re C'ifit'.v Jlore <o
fiei Liiwnsfs
FUG reports that ajiplicutions from
niuny otber cities are now pending for
WEKS licenses, so that servicemen
(he country over may have this vital
new job to do. Licenses are granted
to key cities themselves, and where
the license covers an entire warning
area, it is necessary for the radio officiitls to get other municipalities to
agree to the set-up. Thus, a great deal
of p nd i mi nary organization work is
necessary, as in the case of Lawrence
whore the five outlying towns had to
sign radio agrocmenls for the main
license from FCC.
Servicemen can be very ludpJul in
this initial yrguuizannu work, hy oflerliig their teeiiuieal advice and helping to get the first equipment satisfiielorily set tip. FCC' requirements
include many details in the applicatigns lor licenses. For instance, FCC
says that "some applieatious arc being returned because the forms fail
to ijidicate what arrangements exist
for liaison with Defense Commanders
for (.he purpose of receiving orders of
radio silence when enndkhms dictate."
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ELECTRONIC

FUTURl

More industriitl ttses of photo-eell and tube nutts
which will eventually afford jobs for servicemen

• Today America's radio factories
are entirely devoted to war production.
These plants are building not only
radio-communication equipment but
also startling new electronic devices
destined to play a tremendous part
in the ultimate defeat of our enemies.
The nature of these devices is a
military secret, but in them America's
engineers foresee the foundation for
a great new peacetime industry.
This future as it concerns the radio
man is well described by Dr. W. R. G.
Baker of General Electric, who says:
"Not only will radio and television
be vastly improved but, using their
war-won knowledge of electronics, engineers will create hundreds of entirely new products—many of which
radio dealers will have the opportunity to sell and service.

'.yWM

Dollars for Alert Servicers
"The radio dealer of today may well
become the electronic product dealer
of tomorrow. Already alert radio
service men are becoming the electronic maintenance men in their communities.
"Don't think of electronics as something far away from you. Electronic
tubes are at work right now in your
city. They are opening doors, leveling elevators, controlling electric
motors, controlling welding machines,
counting traffic, assisting in medical
treatment, controlling room temperatures, furnishing entertainment, and
performing hundreds of other useful
tasks in home and industry.
"There's no reason, for any radio
service man to think of electronic
devices as something strange and complicated. All electronic tubes are fundamentally the same as the tubes in
a radio set.
"The size and scope of the electronic industry is limited only by the
vision of the men in it."
Electronic devices continue to find
uses everywhere in everyday life. And
these uses involve servicing and maintenance jobs for radio men.
Testing OH and MSlood

This lUioto-clectric target-prncllce rifle,
oriKinally developed by F. V. I,. Smith,
New York City, as sin iiniuseinent device,
is now tindms military use nmongr soldiers festintt their inarksmanshty without wasting: amnmnition.
18

In these days when oil is precious,
photo-cells find a timely use in testing the erankcase oil in automobiles.
Here's the way it works. Your service-station man takes a sample of
your oil, puts it in front of an electric-eye device, and by the amount
of light which gets through the blackened lubricant, to fall on the electric
eye, a pointer is made to indicate
definitely whether the oil does or docs
not need changing.
Recently the same principle has
been applied to test the blood of firemen and others overcome by smoke.
The change in the color of the blood
which results from absorbing a dangerous amount of smoke, is definitely

measurable by the electric eye. Exposed to a sample of the blood of u
person who has been subjected to
smoke poisoning, the instrument is
designed to show how serious is the
degree of contamination of the blood,
as measured on a numerical scale.
The physician can then apply appropriate medical treatment based on a
definite knowledge of the patient's
condition.
A Liquor Sniffer
And now the Connecticut State
Police have been experimenting with
a similar electric eye gadget which
detects the amount of alcohol an
automobile driver has been drinking
This "alcoholometer" looks like an
old-fashioned radio set—two feet
long, two feet high. The subject
blows into a. small, hard-rubber tube,
set in the back of the device. The
fumes go through a eompliacted setup of tubes and valves in the interior,
to a test tube. In this tube is a solution of starch and potassium iodide.
The colorless chemical in the frontcompartment test tube turns various
degrees of blue, the shades showing
the strength of alcohol in the fumes.
When the tint is fixed in the solution,
a button is pushed in the front of the
alcoholometer the photocell makes its
"reading" and an indicator jots down
a permanent record, based on the
depth of tint the electrie eye sees.

TUBES AT WORK
Testing motor oil
Analyzing blood
Umpiring ball games
Robot-piloting boats
Detecting thefts
Taking night photos
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The iniiity uses ot radio and electronics by the armed forces of the United States are demonstrated to the general public by
this exhibit of the Signal Corps which aoeompunies the traveling War Show now touring the nation. Here laymen can see those
uses of electronic tubes in national defense which can he revealed. Our many secret electronic weapons are of course not exhibitednetecting Crimes, Errors
The police use another electronic
device—the ultra-violet-ray generator
—to detect petty thieving. Such rays
from an ultra-violet tube source, are
credited with the recent arrest of an
employee of the Philadelphia Mint,
on charges of stealing twenty-two
dimes.
The dimes, which were found in the
pockets of the suspect, were subjected
to ultra-violet rays. One by one,
they became fluorescent.
"All right" admitted the man, "I
stole them."
The dimes, slightly defective, had
been dipped in a solution invisible to
the naked eye, as a means of labeling
them, detect!We only under ultra-violet.
And next summer, baseball may
take on some new airs if Raymond
H. Dumont of Wichita, Kansas, completes his plans. _ Dumont has already
devised an electrical plate-duster for
baseball diamonds, as well as a retractible, disappearing microphone.
This mike permits umpires to announce line-up changes directly to the
fans.
The instrument also can be used to
relay home-plate arguments. His
automatic ball and strike indicator
employs an electric eye with a light
source at the proper level. A strike
would be registered if a pitcher's
offering broke the eye's rays by
crossing the plate.

Similar photo-electric devices are
used in many States as traffic tabulators. Automobiles are counted autornatieally as they flash through the
field of rays.
Automatic steering for yachts by
electric eyes is another 1942 reality,
interrupted only by the War. Automatic steering is a means of keeping
a boat on a course set by her navigator. In a small boat, where the navi-
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A tjpioal photo-electric circuit Cmployed by the Westinghouse engineers.
Here a thyrafron tube actuates the relay contacts at I, the Ihyratron (top)
seeing in turn eontrollcd by the phototube at the right.
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gator is usually "everything else,"
automatic steering permits the skipper to keep an alert lookout. At
night, his eyes are not dazzled and
tired by constantly watching the compass. Relieved of constant duty at
the tiller, the skipper can plot the
next course, check his position by
cross bearings and carry on his routine day's work, while the automatic
steering keeps the boat on her course,
thereby making possible a safe and
efficient one-man watch on a small
boat.
Steering Sail Boats
Tn a sailing craft, such automatic
steering in effect "adds to the crew,"
as there will be one more person in
each watch who can handle sails,
stand lookout, or navigate.
Besides these increases in efficiency
of the crew, there is little doubt that
automatic steering saves distance on
long runs. It is also a source of
comfort to the navigator who sets the
boat on the correct course and knows
that the automatic steering device
will hold her to that course without
(1) falling asleep, (2) forgetting the
course or (3) reading the compass
card incorrectly.
On fishing trips, it has been found
that automatic steering is useful in
trolling and other eases where it is
desirable to cover the likely spots in
{Continued on page 31)
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ALBUMS

♦ IT a nJsomeJy packaged alburns have
always been good eales bets 1 or the
record dealer. The high unit price
and the display possibilities of the
sets axe known to be real advantages
to the retailer. The albums have
been spaying the rent" in many
stores.
Now comes the type of album which
gives out with the story of America
at war. These recocdings oiler the
lull orchestras playing the great
marches; the voices of distinguished
actresses in the midst 0.1 significant
speech; the singing of popular artists
in the Victory vogue of the day.
Oimlitif Itevorttx

A .strikiiiK «imlinv
on Helen Hn j i-n' iiUiiiiii,

liy l.jim &. I If :tl v, Chicago,
inc Ryi-s Have Seen (he Glory."
Columbia Sets

SONGS OF GEO. M. COHAN^—Ray Bloch Orchestra. 4 records.
$2.63. Set C-89.
FORWARD MARCH—The Goldman Band. 4 records. $2.62.
C-86.
MARCHES—-The Goldman Band. 4 records. $2.62. C-48.
HISTORY SPEAKS—Dramatizing great moments in American
history. Nos. 36619-30-39-48-61.
BEETHOVEN'S FIFTH SYMPHONY—Bruno Walter, Philharmonic Symphony of N. Y. 4 records. $4.72. M-498.

20

As a rule, the wartime selections to
be found in albums are those of the
"tested" or perennial favorite types.
They are less experimental than the
single records of the patriotic bracket,
except in some eases where "speech"
albums are made because of their historic or epic value. Record merchandisers know well enough that many
of the early war records were unfortunate and short-lived, but not
many of this type are to he found in
albums. The album select-ions are
more conservatively picked.
Another welcome aspect of the new
books of records is the colorful and
up-to-tbo-jnimite looks of them. They
add a bright quality to the store window, the counter, the display rack,
and the shclvos.
Listed herewith are a number of
the current albums in war style.
These releases from the three major
companies have already developed
considerable variety and appeal.
As in the cttse of the "patriotic"'
style single discs, these albums are
excellent bets for military displays
in windows and on store counters. The

the

on

March

Decca Albums
YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW—Assorted stars on 5 records previously released. $2.25. A-253.
STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER—Fred Waring and his Pennsylvanians. 4 records. $2.50. A-345.
THIS IS THE ARMY—Original Cast and Orchestra. 4 records. $2.50. A-340.
YANKEE DOODLE DANDY—Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanians. 3 records. $2. A-330.
SOUSA MARCHES. Vol. 2—Decca Band. Joe Colling directing. 4 records. $2.50. A-320.

I.IIj I'on.s siiiK'iiijv star
of
mill iijutsi, Uii*
ri'rm-ileil nnollicr :i!Iiuiii >■> :i (liitriotiu
vi'in. It's t lie
ha liter «<' llic llt-Klmeiil"
.sut ml t-iiInml»iii X-eiKS.

ro'l-wliile-aiul-Mno can be splashed all over the place, and
the retailer has a chance for color spreads deluxe.
Themes "which will stand repeating arc
those concerned with "Music Maintains
Morale," Get in the Scrap, Buy War
Savings Bonds and Stamps, etc.
These sots will likewise ho
rated .*i< very timely indeed when
it I'omcs (o Christmas giftsJ-Tolinnnary plans for the holiday j-enson are practically at
hand, for the record distrihntov and dealer who must
think about advance ordering. Needless to say, the
most important gift merchandise this year will be that
which helps to win the war.
Those "All-Arnoriean" albinns
are very nmeh in the swim, along
with the special Christmas ndoases
which are now being issued by the
mnuuiaeUi rers,
Newer albums of this "fighting" type
ill be forthcoming. That is. as long as
manufacturing supplies hold up. Dealers will
want t<» keep an eye peeled for them. They're good, sound,
rimoly items for wartime business.

V

Victor Releases
THIS IS THE ARMY—Victor "First Nighter" Orchestra. 4 records. $2.50. P-131.
YANKEE DOODLE DANDY—Victor "First Nighter" Orchestra. 3 records. $2. P-125.
SONGS OF THE SERVICE—Victor Military Band. 5 records. $3. P-I17.
MINE EYES HAVE SEEN THE GLORY—Helen Hayes, with Victor Concert Orchestra, Roy
Shields conducting. 2 records. $2.62. M-909.
CAVALCADE OF AMERICAN PRESIDENTS—Speeches of Theodore Roosevelt, Taft, Wilson,
Harding, Coolidge. Hoover and President Roosevelt. 7 records. $10.50. PS-1.
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Coiiapn<rt anil coiiivciiient povtalile battery sets arc a big factor In helping soldiers relay during rest periods. This is
a scene in a TJSO center in the South.

Sold

ers

Coast-to-Co«st Surrey of Army Camps shows
radio listening needs of the men in training
• There arc thousands of radio sets
being used by the soldiers in the
Army camps of the country today.
But there are always the questions,
how many more are needed, how much
are the receivers used, and what types
of sets are in widest use?
Some indication as to what the answers to the questions might be, is
seen in a big survey made by the Research Branch of the Army's Special
Service Division. The investigation
was made among 3,286 soldiers in the
ground forces of 15 different camps
scattered throughout the IX S. Actually the emphasis of the survey was
on the matter of progi'am type preferences, but the results of it do contain some tips for radio business men.

on a typical day, while about half of
the non-radio-owners tune in. Most
of the listening is done in the barracks. In the morning, 96 per cent
of the listening hours are in the barracks, at midday 88 per cent, and in
the evening 79 per cent.
Not Enough Sets
One of the points of most interest
to radio men is that 40 per cent of the
men reported that there were certain
programs they would like to hear, but
could not hear conveniently. Tho
most popular reason given for this

What Soldiers Want
Survey Tells Story
For instance, it was found that today, only one out of six soldiers owns
a radio, and that one-third of the privately owned receivers are batteryoperated jobs.
Among the radio owners, the tabulations reveal that 80 per cent listen
22

Dance music
News reports
Comedy shows
Sports programs
Variety shows
Swing music

was, "no radios convenient for me."
In the complete tabulation made on
this score, some of the men gave more
than one reason for not being able to
get the programs they wanted. Fortythree per cent said that no radio was
convenient; 41 per cent said that programs came at the wrong hour; 29
per cent reported trouble in getting
the stations which carry the programs; and 4: per cent gave miscellaneous reasons.
Dance Music Leads
The preferred types of programs
among the soldiers are, in order;
dance music, news, comedy, sports
programs, variety, swing music, radio
plays, old familiar music, and quiz
programs. The shows which are liked
least in the camps are serial dramas,
classical music, hillbilly and western
music.
(These preferences may also be
taken as a guide as to what types of
records the soldiers might prefer, and
are therefore of special interest to
dealers who are helping to get the
right recordings to our fighting men.)
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SOUND

Ira/'tis

Above, the mess hall at the Florida station with n "Chandelier" speaker on
guard. Below, another speaker Is ready
for nu alert in the cadets' quarters, and
at the i-iglit, a "Marine Midget" unit is
shown In the recreation room.

Naval

• Sound equipment has been enlisted
for many duties in this war, and one
of the most practical applications is
the use of public address apparatus in
the various camps, reservations, and
stations of the armed forces. Military
instructors have "mechanized" the
bugle call to save precious minutes in
the training of our fighting men.
Public address systems have also
been recognized as a valuable adjunct
in the issuance of instructions, for
the assembling of men, for parades
and reviews, and for entertainment
during rest periods. The experienced
sound man should have no difficulty
selling these jobs which carry high
priority ratings.
A typical example of a wellplanned installation is the one
sold by the Universal Radio Supply Co. of Louisville, Ivy., to the
U. S. Naval Air Station at Pensacola, Fla. This sound system was
purchased for the various build1
ings comprising the Aviation Cadet Regiment.
The various cadet barracks are
;
grouped, for administrative puri
poses, into battalions. One barrack serves as the headquarters
for its battalion. A microphone
and pre-amplifier are located in
each of these headquarters barracks. Each barrack has identical
sound equipment with 25 watt
1

Cadets

booster amplifiers followed by 80 watt
power amplifiers.
Forty Atlas Sound M-360IIL "Chandelier" Baffles equipped with 8", 12watt speakers are located in the cadet's
quarters, mess halls, recreation rooms,
corridors, and other locations. The
smaller rooms use WX-5SP "Marine
Midget" 5-watt speaker's.
The purpose of the system is for
general passing the word as to the
uniform of the day, and miscellaneous
instructions. A master control position in the Cadet Regimental Office is
under construction which will make
it possible for the Cadet Regiment
Officer-of-the-Day to talk simultaneously to all or any of the battalions.

■ ■ i:-,
1■ I' '"u i . ■

^Centmlajh
MIDGET

R ADIOHMS
Servicemen recognize the "plus-performance"
that these sturdy controls give on every
replacement job...Old Man Centralab's good
advice to "ALWAYS SPECIFY CENTRALAB"
was never more timely than now . . . when
it is so important to keep the "radio ears" of
the nation properly tuned to the events of
these critical moments in our history , . . For
smooth, silent, sure attenuation . . . specify
CENTRALAB MIDGET RADIOHMS.
f

CENTRALAB : OIV. OF GLOBE-UNION INC.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, U.S.A.
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Victory

Canadian Ideas for
Wartime Business
The experiences of Canadian retailers in wartime, whose efforts to
stay in business have been thoughtful and well organized, will give some
valuable pointers to II. S. radio
dealers. Here are a number of suggestions made to its members by the
Ontario Retail Hardware Association, Toronto, Canada. The following list includes only those idea*
which are most applicable to U. S,
radio.
1. Conserve items that cannot be
readily replaced. Build up sales of
lines that can be replaced more easily.
2. Consider carefully any substitute lines that you can handle and
sell at a profit.
Circulate ideas
3. Give manufacturers any ideas
you may have for substitute linc:^
that you consider could be sold profitably through your trade.
4. Check into possibilities of handling ''agency" lines that you can sell
profitably to your customers without
carrying "in" stock.
5. With new merchandise in many
lines not now available, check carefully into the possibilities of opening up a re-sale goods department to
include buying and selling of articles
that have come into disuse or foxother reasons are no longei- required
by your customers.
Cooperate with Others
6. Consider repair services in your
customers' homes if you can do them
profitably.
7. Watch for dormant stocks (white
elephants) within your own store that
someone else could sell or use to advantage. Handle dormant stocks thai
you may hear about and could sell to
advantage,
8. Start a rental service for your
customers of articles that they are not
desirous of purchasing because their
use is only needed occasionally.
9. Many stores in Canada are securing pleasing results from the coljcction and sale of salvage.
26

Sales

10. Cut down your overhead to the
lowest possible minimum, without, of
course, affecting your efficiency.
11. Reduce credit sales to absolute
minimum, not only to avoid loss, but
to save clerical time and paper.
12. Get together with the merchants
of your district in an attempt to
shorten store hours to save wear and
tear, cut down lighting costs, reduce
sales help, etc.
13. Learn all you can about wartime wrapping.
34. Sublet space within yOur store
or any excess warehouse space if you
find you are occupying too mucii
room for your present requirements.
15. As the demand for labor increases it is patriotic to look out now
for probable replacements in your
staff, with (a) Older male help; (b)
Female help.
16. Discontinue giving away merchandise for prizes, donations, etc.
17. Do not run the risk of "markdowns" by faulty storage, cutting and
handling.
38. Read your trade papers more
intensively.

Tips

Classified Ads Arc
Cood Feeticrs
By means of a small classified advertisement, "For Sale, Used Radios,"
a radio dealer in central Kansas
brings in a constant string of prospective owners. This radio man has
noted a business increase of as much
as 25 per cent, together with prospects found by the service department
The dealer can readily recognize
customers brought in by the ad, as
their opener is usually, "Where are
those radios I read about in the
paper ?"
Because their names on his alphabetical prospect list, filed on blank
recipe cards, are highly important to
this dealer, he makes it a point to
get name and address at the first possible moment in the interview. Ninety per cent of prospects have tradeins, and this gives opportunity for the
name and address, for the appraisal
trip. Meantime, on the back of this
card, is placed in code the credit rating. Should the prospect have occasion to see the face of his card, there
is nothing to conceal, and thus the
plan avoids embarrassment.

Dealer Likes Albums

Storage album* for records are one of
those good selling lines which are still
available. Here the salespeople at the
store of Mortimer H, Fogel, prominent
>'ew York City dealer. Inspect new
album designs of Peerless Album Co.,
Inc. IXofe twin displays at ends of
counter section.

Tightened methods
In eases where the credit rating is
unsatisfactory, his men either do not
follow through on the call to see the
trade-in, or they make such a small
offer that the prospect decides to deal
elsewhere or wait until later.
This dealer's rule of no radios on
approval over three days protects him
from the World Series chiselers. After
the third day, they either buy, or
listen at a neighbor's!
Fifty per cent of the prospects
brought in by the little classified ad
are traded up to a new, rather than
a used model. Salesmen find that the
world is full of people who, not wanting a cheap used radio at all, nevertheless arc caught by that popular
fallacy of "something for nothing."
Once in, the new models, with their
improved performance, and the salesmen's demonstrations, quite overshadow the fact that they thought
they came in for a cheap used model.
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PROBLEM?
lor many years Meissner Coils have
been the accepted standard by engineers
who insist upon high quality performance
. . . Meissner precision coil construction
never varies . . . they are the best that
engineering research and modern production methods can make.
When you specify a Meissner Coil you

PLASTIC IF
^
TRANSFORMERS
The most popular replacement types. Compact in size, VA" square, 214' high. Available
in all frequencies from 175 kc, to 466 kc. List
price $1-10 each.

have the assurance of long, trouble-free
#

operating life backed by a name that
is synonymous with precision-built
products.
Coils illustrated and described represent
only a few of the complete Meissner
Coil line.

compact
ANTENNA
—RF COILS
Ideal units for replacement in compact midget
or auto Radio sets. Coils wound oa form
in diameter, 1%' long. List price, either type.
Antenna or RF, 50o each.
\

See your nearest Meissner distributor today.

Ml, CARMEL, ILLINOIS
PRECISION-BUILT PRODUCTS9
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UNIVERSAL
ADJUSTABLE COILS
Adjustable—InduetanceFecrocart (IronCore)
coils will replace the broadcast band coils in
ptacficaliy any receiver. 3 types available.
Antenna, RF, Oscillator. List price $1.38.
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0. S. Army

Yoi; con (I) serve your country, (2) learn the
rapidly advancing science

of electronics,

(3) prepare yourself for a promising career
after the war by joining "The Nerve Center
of the Army'* now.
Men are needed now to man America's electronic
J-*

weapons.
This is a war of communications. "The message
must get through!" Radio communication equipment
and electronic devices known only to the men of the
U. S. Signal Corps are fighting the war on world fronts.

^'artime

/■'arts

Inventori

• AKmns lliti iiruLKims# ul' warlinnradio shortages the mutter ol; ropiaoonii'itt I ti hes It us rooeutl.v loonteil the
liigyc-f.
As rrjiiirtfd by the Aiational KJeeI ronie I listrihulm's Astueiation, the
s-iluution Wns that roplucarment tubes
wore not avail able, and no material
being ul located Jor diem. NJvDA
^a.ys that "The Civilian Kadio Section
of WIMS nndcrstunds |,be need uf
Uibos Ui hocji domoitic t'crcivers operating. But ut'lrr flic Radio Seel ion
InVi; finl n nivi/l iii-t-i<-»ri
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In the Scrap!
The idea of requesting servicemen to turn in a defective
radio part in exchange for
every new part purchased from
their parts distributor, has been
initiated by George Barbey,
Reading, Pa., jobber and head
of NEDA. Many hundred
pounds of scrap metal have al-

wa.s Dutlined late last, mouth by WBB,
to help radio deulovs and dBmlmiors
secure civilian radio roplaci'im-mt frunpuneuts. Jt, is said that uptdlcations
made on these forms will be assignrd
nitiugs snftiriciiiiy high for (he necessary malnlciumce of sots in public
usd. WPB issued ibis expliinalion uf
the procedure, given by Liu ford C.
White, chief Of the WBB TMstrihutors' Branch:
Briorily assistance in the purchase
of repair-shop mulerial for ilio niainteuance of [ionic radios may be applied for cm form I'D-1X by distributors and dealers who buy directly from
manufacturers.
"The procedure does not impose anj
requiremonls upon the consumer or
the repair-shop operator, but by inakiug it easier for ihc large distributor
to obtain parts it maintains established links between producer and

■

Here is an outstanding opportunity for radio and

service of future electronic devices. This is a highly

communications men to do their part, and at the

specialized field, and good men will be in demand.

same time get the finest possible training in one of

If you are now an expert In radio, or are ambitious

the brightest after-the-war Industries.

and willing to learn at good pay. General Electric

The electronics field is still in its infancy. Ten years

urges you to consider the Signal Corps now. The Signal

ago there were comparatively few electronic devices.

Corps is also sponsoring courses in the fundamental

Today there are more than a thousand kinds of elec-

theories of radio and electronics in many colleges

tronic devices at work in factory, hospital, .office, cot-

and universities,... Get in on the ground floor todayl

ton mill, steel mill, the home and on the-fighting front!
General Electric is a leader in electronic research.
We are definitely Interested in having available,
when victory comes, trained men for the sales and

★

★

*

for lurfhor information regarding
call ot the nearest Army Becrvifing
and Induction Station. Or write to "The Commanding Gonerol" of the Service
Command nearest you. For Civilian Training information, coil ot any office of
the U. S. Civil Service or U. S. Employment Bureau.

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC
Leader in radio, television, ond electronic research

This is a General Electric electronic radio tube.
General Electric is building thousands and
thousands of electronic tubes, of many sizes
and styles, for use In Uncle Sam's radio communication equipment and electronic weapons.

Wax time

Parts

Inventor:

• Among the problems of wartime
radio shortages, the matter of replacement tribes has recently loomed the
biggest.
As reported by the National Electronic Distributors Association, the
situation was that replacement tubes
were not available, and no material
being allocated for them. NED A
says that "The Civilian Radio Section
of WPB understands the need of
tubes to keep domestic receivers operating. But after the Radio Section
lays out a production schedule they
still have to get the material from the
Scarce Materials Sections—mica from
the mica section, nickel from the
nickel section, etc. If this material is
not forthcoming, the plans of the
Radio Section are worthless."
And as we went to press, NE0A
was aggressively taking a "national
tube inventory" so that the facts of
the situation could be laid before
WPB in concrete form. Distributors
were being urged to cooperate with
NED A in this, one of the greatest
emergencies to occur in the industry.
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In the Scrap!
The idea of requesting servicemen to turn in a defective
radio part in exchange for
every new part purchased from
their parts distributor, has been
initiated by George Barbey,
Reading, Pa., jobber and head
of NEDA.
Many hundred
pounds of scrap metal have already been turned back into
proper channels in this way.

WPB would give the distributor a
priority high enough (o get the merchandise hach. Incidently it was
stated that orders had gone out that
only an amount of material needed
immediately could be taken on spot
pick-ups.
The general usefulness of PD'-IX

was outlined late last month by WPB,
to help radio dealers and distributors
secure civilian radio replacement components. It is said that applications
made on these forms will be assigned
ratings sufficiently high for the necessary maintenance of sets in public
use. WPB issued this explanation of
the procedure, given by Linford G.
White, chief of the WPB Distributors' Branch:
"Priority assistance in the purehaae
of repair-shop material for the maintenance of home radios may be applied for on form PD-lX by distributors and dealers who buy directly from
manufacturers.
"The procedure does not impose any
requirements upon the consumer or
the repair-shop operator, but by making it easier for the large distributor
to obtain parts it maintains established links between producer and
home set owner.
Preference ratings will be assigned
by the Distributors' Branch only to
items necessary to the functioning of
receiving sets. No fancy, non-essential radio gadgets and no phonograph
parts will be rated on form PD-lX,
nor will repair parts for Army, Navy
and other government-owned radiosAssistance in acquiring the latter is
available through other established
procedures."

Clileago Dealer Shows a Victory Window

Fill Rated Orders
In regard to stocks of other parts,
and the means for replacing them on
jobbers' shelves by use of the form
PD-lX, NEDA investigated the Signal Corps and Airport priorities situation at Washington, and issued the
following bulletin: "The first important provision of Priority Regulation No. 1 is that all rated orders, civilian as well as war, must be accepted. This applies even if sueh acceptance will make it impossible to fill,
or will postpone, deliveries under previously accepted orders having a lower
rating or no rating at all.
"In other words, if you have mcrcliandise on the shelf, you must accept the order at the priority offered.
However, WPB Radio Section suggested that in sueh cases, if the distributor would make out a PD-lX to
cover the merchandise taken, and explain the circumstances in detail.
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There's plenty of up-to-tlic-jnluute wartime appeal In this display by Avon Radio,
tme of Cblcago's prominent salcs-and-service oatlets.
liAIHO Retailiug TOI»AV, Oclobcr, 1042

11. L. M. CAPRON
Merchandising Editor

CAP SAYS:-

• "It can't bo done—if you think it's impossible."
• Many radio dealers and servicemen, like the Arabs, "are
folding their tents, and stealing away." Why?
• Because, they can't keep their business going? Or
because they think they can't?
• You're half licked when you think you are.
• What are you doing to hold sales, save expense, maintain profits? Are you out after business, or just waiting and hoping- for
business to come to you?
• Gas and tires are precious—have you tried a motorscooter. a bicycle, roller skates, or plain shoe leather—to get and do
service work in the field? Or do you wait for your customers to use their
gas and tires to bring your business to you?
• Have you thought about the many "substitute" lines, and
services appropriate in your community to supplement your waning radio
sales? Or are you waiting for something to happen?
• Check up on yourself and what you are doing, again.
• The going may be tough, but you're not licked—until
you think you are.

ELECTRONIC FUTURE
FOR RADIO MEN
{Continued from poye. 19)
as systematic a manner as possible.
It also permits the skipper to concentrate upon watching for strikes.
Automatic steering requires a
compass for indicating the craft's
heading, a device for indicating and
measuring the changes of heading
shown by the compass, and a motor,
operating in response to these measurements, to return the craft to the
desired heading.
But the magnetic compass is small,
cheap and reliable, and aided by
photo-colls can be useful for autoui a tic steering.
PE Cell tioesn't Load Compass
A beam of light, reflected, from the
compass card, gives an indication of
the change of heading of the craft
without hindering the compass. Photoelectric cells thus service to follow
exactly the movements of the light
beam.

The photo-electric eyes watch the
compass continually by means of a
beam of light reflected by a mirror
mounted on the compass card. When
the eyes indicate that the ship has
deviated from the sot course, they
pass small currents which are amplified by radio tubes and finally apply
helm so as to bring the yacht back to
her course.
Kobot Action
The robot also moves its eyes so
that they follow exactly the movements of the compass card. This
movement then indicates the extent
of the yaw from the sot course. The
amount of helm applied is proportional to this movement. When the
boat stops yawing from her course,
the robot stops applying helm. If the
amount of helm has not been sufficient, the yaw continues and the
robot again applies helm. If the
amount of holm is sufficient and the
craft starts back toward the set
course, the robot removes helm in
such a way that the rudder is amid-
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ships when the set course is reached.
The robot therefore can measure the
extent of a yaw and apply an amount
of rudder proportional to this yaw.
In Tall Buildings
Earlier in this article, mention was
made that electric eyes can level
elevators. In Radio City, electric
eyes are being used to adjust the
cables of the highest-lift elevators in
the world, those that run to the 65 th
floor. So long are these steel cables
that when a 175 pounder enters the
car at the ground level, the steel
cable stretches enough to drop the
car nearly one-eighth inch. There is
no way to prevent such lengthening
in the long cable, except to "inch up"
the car itself. This an electric eye
does, by starting the motor momentarily, so that, as each new passenger
steps onto the car, depressing it, the
electric eye under the floor, sees the
lowered level, and inches up the
motor, lifting the car floor until it is
again even with the floor level.
liightning Photos
Another electronic application in
a tall building near Radio City on
Fifth Avenue is used for the novel
purpose of taking pictures of lightning striking the Empire State
Tower. When rising electrical potentials indicate that a stroke is imminent an automatic electronic detector
on the Empire State Tower sends a
signal and automatically readies the
camera, just before the stroke occurs.
This is tipped off by the state of
electrical stress which occurs just before the lightning flash. In this way,
the camera shutter is opened just before the imminent flash, and so
does not have to be left open for
long periods which might fog the
negative.
Each summer season since 1935 pictures of lightning strokes have been
made of the Empire State Building—
a fine fixed target for lightning because its structural steel frame carries strokes harmlessly into the
ground. On the thirty-ninth floor of
500 Fifth Ave., are three intricate
cameras pointed at the tower to make
pictures, correlated with oscillograph
readings made on the building itself.
The Empire State Building was
struck six times during the past Summer. Two of them were of a more or
less freak variety—-single strokes
when there was no general thunderstorm. One occurred at high noon.
31
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Sutfgestions for making changes and substitutions
while replacement parts arc cut by war shortages
• Wartime necessities have left no
branch of civil life or imlustry untouched. The radio serviceman like
many in other professions is feeling
the pinch of material shortages. The
radioman may even have a greater
difficulty due to the tremendous demands placed upon the radio industry
to produce the vital communication
and other radio apparatus needed to
win the war. None of us will complain of these reasons for fewer parts
for civilian radios. The answer to the
problem is make fewer parts do more
jobs, conserve and reclaim parts from
old sets, and see that parts which are
beyond reclaiming find their way bach
into the nation's scrap pile.
Shortages are being experienced to
a more or less degree in almost every
type of part; tubes, condensers, transformers, variable potentiometers, etc.
Solder, copper wire, tools, tires, gasoline, and about everything else must
be used for profitable jobs only. Test
equipment is even more rare than the
proverbial hen's teeth. Treat it with
all the care you would give a millionaire uncle!
Tube Problems
Tubes in the popular types, especially the fast moving AC/DO types
that syiffer from line voltage surges
and pilot light failures, are becoming
increasingly more difficult to obtain.
About the only answer here is substitution of other types. In many cases
this will not be practical due to the
extensive changes in circuits. Loctal
tubes can in some cases replace less
available types if loctal sockets are
available. The reverse substitution is
also to be kept in mind. In most eases

1

FiS. 1—AVire woniul bins
potentiometers c«u be eliminated by substituting;
audio volume eontrol in grid circuit of audio tube. Replace bias potentiometer by
fixed resistance to give recommended bins.
it will be necessary to use a tube
which is as nearly as possible electrically Interchangeable.
If it is necessary to substitute a
similar type of tube for one that is
not available, be sure to pick one
which has the same filament current
rating as the one it replaces if the
circuit is of the scries filament type.
The voltage rating need not be the
same unless the sum of all tube filament voltages is more than the line
voltage. If the filament voltage of
the new tube is less than the old one,
a series resistor will be required, of
course, to make up the difference.
In most eases, the only other
changes will be an adjustment of the
bias voltage and possibly the screen
voltage. In some of the converter
circuits, the socket connections may
require shifting to take a different
tube. Tn some cases it may also bo

Pig. 2—Power jdipplic.v wMIi output voltsises above -ISO volts can use eleelrolj tlcs
if connected In series mid protected with voltogre dividing resistors. Speaker field
or choke can be used lu place of a section of bleeder as shown at right.

1

necessary to change the circuit slightly, for example from a Hartley to a
plate tickler-feedback oscillator. The
older type of tubes using the top cap
may answer the problem of those
single ended tubes not available. The
glass, metal, GT interchangeability Is
always a help. See chart in January
1943 Radio Retatltxg Today.
Hex is tor IfSethods
Many minor circuit changes can be
made to get around a shortage of
some special part. Wire wound power resistors and potentiometer controls are on the scarce list. Tn sets
where these units are faulty, always
try to repair the part if reasonably
possible. Wire Avound potentiometers
where broken at one point can sometimes be easily fixed by removing the
strip from the case and reversing it
so that the contact arm no longer
runs along the worn surface. The
broken part of the winding can then
bo repaired by joining the ends by
twisting them together. This will
probably require removing one turn
to give the necessary wire. In the
semi-variable and tapped power resistors, it is usually impossible to repair
by removing a turn at the break With
the so mi-variable type trace out the
break with an olnmnotcr by sliding
one probe along the bare contact surface until the exact spot of the break
is determined. This break can then be
bridged by sliding two contact bands
so as to straddle the break and joining
them with a jumper. This method is
alright if the bands do not short out
more than 6 to 10 per cent of the
total resistance.
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I£ it is not possible to make a
. simple repair on the wire wound control, it may be possible to change the
circuit and use a less critical composition potentiometer. Most of the
wire wound type controls are used as
bias controls on one of the KF or IF
tubes. This method of volume control
can be replaced by connecting a composition type potentiometer in the
grid circuit of an audio stage as
shown in Fig. 1. - The wire wound
control can be replaced with a fixed
resistance that will put the required
minimum bias on the tube. This is
most easily done by putting a series
resistance of a few hundred ohms in
the cathode lead of the EF or IF tube.
The correct value is given in most
tube manuals.
Circuit Changes
In the multi-tapped type of resistor
the burn-out usually comes in just
one of the sections. If this section is
a small part of the total resistance, it
may be possible to short across it and
leave it out of the circuit, making
corrections in set voltages with low
wattage series resistors. For example,
the tap supplying the current for
screen grids may become useless due
to a break in the bleeder on either
side of the tap. If the section which
is open is only a few per cent of the
total bleeder resistance, it can be
shorted out and the screen current
taken from a proper positive point and
a series dropping resistor used if the
.voltage is too large. Be sure to bypass this resistor carefully since it
may be a common impedance for several tubes.
Power Supply Repairs
In power supplies, the problems are
transformers, filter condensers, and
chokes and the previously mentioned
bleeders. Some of tbe old time sets
which are showing up in the service
lineup need new filter capacitors of
the paper type no longer obtainable.
Since many of these old sets use 260,
and 210 audio tubes with 500 to 750
volts, electrolyties are not suitable if
used singly. Two or more may be
used in series of course to handle the
voltage. Be sure to use the voltage
equalizing resistors across each condenser as shown in Fig. 2.
Another possible solution to the
bleeder burnout question can sometimes be handled as shown in Fig. 2,
If the section of the bleeder between
ground and B- should fail, it is often
possible to put the filter choke or
speaker field in place of this resistor
section. The resistance of the coil
should be approximately the same as
the bias section of the bleeder. If the
drop across the choice or field is too
great, a voltage divider made up of
two d^-watt resistors may be shunted
across the coil so that the grid return
will pick up the proper bias. For
example, if the voltage drop across the
coil were 60 volts and 60 volts bias
was needed, a 10,000 ohm and a 50,-

Flg:. S—Open nudlo transformers can l>e shunted by load resistance In primary
circuit and capacity coupling; used between driver and secondary. Can be used
for cither single ended or push-pull staecs.
000 ohm resistor in series across the
coil would give 50 volts across the
50,000 ohm resistor which should be
the one between the B- and the grid
return lead of course. The speaker
field should be well by-passed if there
is any hum in the output of the set.

of the driver and connect the audio
signal to the secondary through a
coupling condenser. This is shown
in Fig. 3 and the method is OK for
either push-pull input or single ended
stages. The size of the load resistor
will depend upon the tube and the
available supply voltage. Tube manuals will give appropriate values. The
Bridge Circuit
coupling condenser will have a proIf the secondary of the power transnounced effect on the frequency reformer burns out on one side of the
sponse of the circuit. It will rescenter tap, it may be possible to use
onate with the secondary at some frethe remaining good half with a bridge
quency and the gain will be highest
rectifier circuit using two tubes such
there. If the capacity is made large
as 25Y6, 50Y6 or similar types with
it will cause the lows to be boosted.
separate cathodes and plates for each
The gain will be reduced since no
section. If the transformer has been
step-up is realized.
damaged by a sbort circuit, it is not
In EF and IF circuits, the special
safe to re-use it without repairing
coils are usually the headache. For
damaged insulation, and removing the
last resort repairs, try those shown in
damaged windings.
Fig. 4. They will reduce the gain and
An open filament winding will
selectivity, but they will put the set
probably mean a separate filament
back in operation.
transformer although there are some
In all cases of re-vamping and subpossibilities in using the rectifier
stitution for parts not obtainable, it
winding as the filament supply and
is essential that the solution be simple
using a high voltage filament rectifier
enough to permit a profit to be made.
tube with a dropping resistor directly
Ecwiring the set, etc., are out since
across the line. The 5-volt rectifier
the charge that would have to be made
winding will run the 6.3 volt tubes a
is out of proportion with the value of
little low but usually will not impair
the set in most cases. Customers
operation to a serious degree.
these days realize that they must put
In audio amplifier circuits, the subup with certain inconveniences. Do
stitution for unavailable transformers
inform them of any major change you
can be made quite easily. Since tbe
must make in order to get the set
primary is usually tbe winding which
back into operation and get their apopens up, it is a simple matter to put
proval of changes that run into more
a resistance load in the plate circuit
expense than previously estimated.
Fljf. 4—RF" and IP coils that ennnot' be rcjUaced by substitute types can be put back
into service througrh resistance-capacity coupling. Always use replacement coils
when available to insure luaximum grain and selectivity.
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m
a 200 xnmfd. capacitor and tune the
set and generator to 1500 kc. Adjust
the antenna trimmer and oscillator
trimmer for peak output. Repeat RF
alignment for maximum performance.
Voltages and typical stage gain
values are given on diagram.

Alignment and Service
Notes—RCA 15X, 36X
The circuit of the second production
of this compact model is shown in
the accompanying diagram. This
super uses a separate oscillator tube
and a 12SG7 mixer with a conversion
gain of 100. The oscillator signal is
introduced into the cathode circuit of
the mixer. The signal is by-passed
around the 3300 ohm bias resistor in
the cathode of the 12SG7.
Notice that the RF bypass capacitor for the diode load is part of the
trimmer of the second IF transformer.
The cathode of the 35L6GT is biased
by a 120 ohm resistor which is not bypassed. This gives some degeneration
and improves response.
The IF transformers are aligned at
153 kc. The signal should be connected to the IF grid (12SK7) through
a 0.01 mfd. capacitor and the set dial
tuned to a quiet point about 1600 kc.
Adjust the last IF transformer for
peak output. Feed the signal to the
mixer grid (12SG7) and adjust the
first output transformer for peak output.
To align the RF end of the set,
connect the signal generator to the
antenna terminal of the set through
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Weekly Mnspeciions
The following plan has been worked
out in Northern New York state. The
servicemen in the section make a
regular weekly inspection of juke
boxes in approximately a SO-mile radius, checking tubes and the record
changing unit as well as giving it a
thorough "going over." This keeps
the juke-box in tip-top playing condition. The average juke operator is
happy to pay the weekly check-up
or juke insurance charge.
Usually a half-day or one day a
week is devoted to making the rounds.
Many of the operators in small villages depend on this weekly check-up
as they have no competent serviceman
available. Frequently these visits
lead to more revenue since the owners of the restaurants and hotels, etc.
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Business in restaurants, taverns
and ice-cream parlors is booming—
because of war activity, and also because in each of those establishments
there has been placed a device known
familiarly to all Americans as a
"juke box" or automatic phonograph.
Now the radio-amplifier portion of
this instrument and the mechanism
itself frequently needs servicing.
Radio servicemen in Ogdensburgh,
Plattsburgh, Saeketts Harbor and
Alesseua, N. Y., report that soldiers
from nearby training camps and defense workers are giving these juke
boxes constant use. As a result the
serviceman must replace tubes and
other worn-out components on an
average of once every two weeks, to
keep All America happy via music—
a great morale builder.
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Juke-Box Business Boon to
Servicemen in Wartime

Radio servicemen find that operators of these "music-makers" are
ready and willing to pay any labor
charge up to $2 an hour, because when
service is needed—it is needed immediately. Several hours loss of operation means money to the operators, so they are perfectly willing to
pay for quick replacement or repair
work.
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have radios of their own at home and
they usually turn over their repair
jobs to their "juke'' repairman, and
often put in a good word to their customers for the serviceman.
Some servicemen will query about
the problems of gas and tires for the
out-of-town hops. Boards are inclined
to consider maintenance and repair of
juke boxes an occupation necessary to
the keeping up of public morale and
hence the servicemen is generally safe
on that score.
The usual charge is 11.00 to $1.25
a week and if faults develop, this initial price is used to cover the first
hour's labor.
$50 tv $60 per Day!
An average town of 300-1000 population has between 2 and 5 jukes and
a distance of 30 miles from the city
will unearth a dozen such towns. It
has been found that a serviceman can
cheek approximately 50 jukes a day
—with an income of $50 to 160. Gas,
tire, oil and ear expenses come to $5
tops. A ten-hour day is worth about
$15 to the serviceman at repair shop
prices and the juke box check-ups and
repairs net him an additional $25 to
compensate for the day's activities.
Servicemen are advised to carry as
many tubes as possible on their run,
as tubes are usually the core of the
trouble when the juke box breaks
down. Safety fuses also very often
go on the fritz. Speaker adjustments
to eliminate tinny sounds come next
on the list of common defects. Occasionally the record-changing mechanism goes on strike and the serviceman can allow for a fifteen-minute
period of alternate cussing and moaning. But all in all "juke box" maintenance is a profitable source of income for the radio serviceman.
Diode Bias Control
Used on Sllvertones

The circuit for the Silvertone diode control described below.
ground and current will flow between
the diode plate and cathode if the
diode plate is not more negative than
the cathode. Thus if no signal is being received, there will be very little
AVC voltage and the diode plate in
the oscillator tube will practically at
zero voltage with respect to ground.
Part of the oscillator signal will thus
be rectified and furnish a minimum
bias for the RF tube through the
AVC filter network.
When a signal is being received,
the AVC voltage will make the diode
plate more negative and less of the
oscillator signal will be rectified. The
rectified oscillator voltage is thus used
to regulate the minimum bias and the
rectified signal controls the bias during the reception of signals.
Motorola Wireless
Record Player
Model 22B wireless record player
made by Motorola is shown in the accompanying diagram. The built-in
half-wave power supply uses a 6J5
with grid tied to plate as a diode rec-

Automatic control of the bias voltage applied to the RF tubes is provided in some Silvertone models.
Model 5502 (chassis 101.687) is shown
in accompanying diagram. The oscillator tube in this circuit is a combination triode-diode. One of the
diode plates of this tube is connected
to the regular AVC bus through a
voltage divider formed by two 1 meg.
resistors. Thus if any AVO voltage
is present, about half will be applied
to the diode plate making it more
negative with respect to its cathode.
The oscillator signal is connected to
the 7H7 converter through the lead
between its cathode and the oscillator
cathode.
Since the cathode of the oscillator
is at RF potential with respect to
ground, on half the RF cycle the
cathode will be more negative than
RADIO Retailing TODAY, October, 1942

tifier. The filter system is resistancecapacity. A 6SK7GT is used as a
tickler feedback oscillator suppressor
grid modulated by the output of the
phono-pickup head. The low grid to
plate capacity of the pentode is increased by the external 25 mmfd. capacitor to increase the feedback. The
volume control is in the cathode lead
of the oscillator. The radiating antenna is a separate wire in the line
cord coupled through 25 mmfd. to the
grid coil.
Tube Engineer
to Army Signal Corps
Ralph S. Merkle, commercial engineer, Hygrade Sylvania Corp., Emporium, Pa,, has been commissioned First
Lieutenant in the Co-ordination Branch
of the U. S. Army Signal Corps.,
Lieut. Merkle was Technical Editor
of Sylvania News, and for a number
of years he has been in charge of preparation of technical literature issued
by the Sylvania radio tube division.
He will now be stationed at Washington, D. C.

Diaernin for the Motorola wireless record player, described above.
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Vital Need to
Keep 'Em Working
Editor, Radio Retailing Today:
I liave read your last issue with a
sense of gratification because of the
many firms and contributors who are
trying to help the service branch of
the industry solve its problems. Innumerable as their problems seem to
be, it is apparent that progress is being made.
We, here in this firm, have had before us for some time the question of
our status, insofar as our place, in the
eyes of our Government, is concerned.
Our question is: To exactly what
extent has our Government endorsed
radio service men's work? Just what
is our status as an essential wartime
need? Are we considered, of enough importance to the public that in the event
that we need tires for our service cars
or gasoline to keep our cars on the
road, are we going to be able to get
themf All the O.C.D. matter which has
come to our hands has stressed the
point of keeping the radio in operating
condition at all times. These booklets
and pamphlets, we understand, are
O.K.'d by Government offices. Are we
to suppose then that these offices are
advising the people that their radio
serviceman will be always at hand to
supply the service of maintaining these
sets?
As our company services an area of
approximately 13 to 20 miles, it would
be almost an impossibility to anticipate the amount of fuel needed to
carry out our services in advance. We
hesitate to formulate plans for the future handling of radio service, not being able to anticipate the possible category into which our business may fall.
Ray Pentecost,
Manager
Metropolitan Radio Service,
Chicago, III.
Record Situation
Needs Working Over
Editor, Radio Retailing Today:
At the present time the record companies could prevent a situation which
is definitely hurting the retailers.
With the curtailment of phonograph
record production it is obvious that
the time has arrived when the record
companies could create only one outlet for their products, namely; the retail dealers.
For years we have had to see these
companies and distributors selling
36

Editors
over the counter to the operators,
wholesale, while our orders went unfilled until they had the time to wait
on our orders which were called in
over the 'phone or sent in by mail.
We are now approached on the idea
of making a retail purchaser turn in
one record or more to get another.
This is a fine thing for a retail customer to do who has been using utmost
care, in the selection of a library of
fine music, whether classical or popular. Operators have for years been able
to cut their operating costs down by
two to five cents and sometimes more
per record due to the fact that they
could sell, it second-hand. We have had
our profits cut drastically because of
the fact that we cannot get radios, or
radio-phonographs or record players.
What have the operators lost? Nothing.
The operator has no need of new
equipment and can not get it for it is
not being manufactured. He can still
find locations for his old equipment
which may be stored in his garage or
work shop. He can not get "bumped"
out of his location and still he does
not cut his commission to the location. Why? I should think that the
record companies would realize by now
with the decrease in operation costs
that the phonograph operator would

be in a position to pay more for his
records and thru the retailer. As is,
he can go to the distributor and buy
records at our cost and turn in one
i-ecord to three on the basis which we
do. The phonograph operator is the
one reaping a harvest. Why should
he not turn in one record for one purchased. This would certainly stop the
retailing of used records.
In our community, an operator has
a big sign spread over his door, offering USED RECORDS for lOc and 15e,
Now isn't that a nice 'thing for retailers? Where did he get those? Why
should he not be made to turn in
three for one? How la a person who
bought a record player out of limited
funds and also budgeting themselves
to possibly one, two or even a dozen
records building up a library, per
month, going to turn in one record or
more to get a new one?
Shortsighted?
Should this record business go out
like others in this emergency only the
record companies can be to blame.
They all say "why we would be glad
to quit selling the operators if the
others would." This is the story of
each major company. Should this
record business be bandied exclusively
by retailers then they could more accurately plan production for the future. They could really get some outstanding figures.
This is a thought which is being expressed by other dealers, too. You may
mention it in your magazine, but not
under my signature.
A Retailer

Big Broadcast Season Under Way!
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Ertcllc Cantor presents to Erank BluUen, NBC v.p. and jjen'l. mgr., a special recording; made by the comedian for NBC's ''Fail Parade of Stars," a novel campaign
in which NBC stations are participating.
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Jf ^ on're Imsv many hours a day ami worned ahuul Imw to
gft the rcj»Una'm<ail ]iarls you need . . . retiicrnber that
MallorN is on } our ''team*" and tning to hel|» von in e\erv
possible way.
It s going to take real leamvvnrk to gel ihrongh lliese lough
limes . . . with wartime restrietitins and materials shortages.
Here are three pracliea! snggeslions:

1« Vw. Ma I lory Staiidordized Paris. Mallory has long jdoneered in tlevelopiug universal
volume eontrols- cvnidensers and other inlerehangeahle radio jiarls . . . adaptable to many
makes ami models of reeeivers. Other parts manufaettirers have done the same. . . shie.c
slandardl/ali(»M simplifies repair work ami permits minimum in\en lories.
2. i se Jngenuily and InJ'ormalion. Today. Neeessitv is the Duteh Uncle of invention.
You've got to be smart enough to improvise.. . . to use suhstilutes when the exact part you
need for a cerlaiu job is out of stock. That doesn't mean using inferior merchandise'. You
can .still install Mallorv pans or any others made to precision slundards. Hut you mast
"know your slulf". And there's no better way to obtain practical serviehig iniormalion
than lo get a copy of the latest "MYF/y the Mallorv Radio Service F.neyrlopedia.

MallorY
Approved Precision Products

Z'

♦ {» Ask for Expert Technical Help. Mallorv radio engineers have plenlv of practical experience, in laboratory,
faclorv and in the field. Thev're. readv, willing ami able to
help solve vmir longhcsl problems. Just write to our
Ap|>Iieatioii I'ingincering Seeliou, Wholesale Division.
Remember, "come hell or high water", we're here tolndpv imi I
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANA
Cable —PELMALLO
tS (f I /i—• Kudli) m*rv 5r<Mii(>n may jmvv seenre from
llieir nearest local ( >. I'. V. Hoard eojiv ot" a r<^s(riel ioo
maiiuul explaining ilie a|tpiicali«>ii cff Maxiiiiiim I'riee,
Uejrnlalion p l/io which affects all service trades.

IIAOIO Keimlinu TOIKVY. Oclober. 1912
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PROPOSE TRAINING
HIGH SCHOOL SERVICEUS
Many radio men now doing servicIng have reason to expect, before long,
their entrance into the Armed Forces.
In many Instances these radio operators have expended years of effort and
hundreds of dollars in mastering their
profession. Building up a worthwhile
community clientele has been a struggle. If they are called to the colors
what is to become of their service
businesses? And what will the community do without radio service?
In some instances, women operators
can be trained. In other cases, wives
of servicemen can take over. But
other steps may be necessary to take
up the slack.
Train itigh-school Seniors
A group of northern New York servicemen now come forward and propose the following method. Arrange
with the local high school this fall to
offer an intensive course in radio servicing, open to all high school seniors
who have had one year of physics. This
course to be offered five nights weekly,
two hours each night for a ten-week
period, and to be taught by a local
radio serviceman who will supplement
classroom lecturing with periodic trips
to the service shop, where students can
actually iron out minor set ailments to
their heart's content.
Classes would be small, limited to
perhaps a dozen, or preferably as few
as six at a time. At the end of the
lemweek period, servicemen could
select one or two students and make
an arrangement whereby they would
operate his shop during his absence on

r

K

Here are some of America's future servicemen, hif$h school studenls at Watertown,
Y., starting' radio training via extension course from Syracuse University.
an "evenings-only" basis, They would
receive a weekly wage, varying with
the number of set jobs worked on during each seven-day period. They would
not have to be familiar with sales promotion, advertising, etc. as during the
war such tactics would not be all-important.
Customers would pay for all repair
work by cheek or postal money order
so that periodic check-ups could be

made in the event of financial arguments. Students would attend school
daring the day and work at night, so
no educational headaches would be involved.
This procedure would keep the repair shops open as a community service and would give the servicemen
some slight revenue—enough possibly
to cover rent, shop overhead and cost
of service equipment.

Amplifier Ristortlon with Improper Load Resislanee
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rYPE 69
PENTODE CONN
RL « 2150 £*=25^

TYPE 89
PENTODE CONN.
R1.™ 6750 Ef>-25b

TYPE 89
PENTODE CONN.
Ru »50000 EP~250

Ontpnt distortion caused by Incorrect values of load resistance for SP pentode. Value In A Is too small, B Is correct, C is too
high. In class A amplifier, average or DC plate current should change only sllgbtly when grid signal Is applied. A large
change Indicates distortion due to incorrect load resistance.
RADIO Retailing TODAV, October, 1943
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RESISTORS

your opinion, is any particular line of
resistors superior lo the others?"

J HCJILrs llu-JlnR «} the
Army-Navy Production A uard

This question was put by an independent research
organization to a country-wide list of Kngineers and
Executives in the electronics field. No brand of resistors whatever was mentioned in the questionnaire.
Itcsull: HiC teas voted ".superior" by more than,
tic ice as many as named any other single brand.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
401 N. BROAD STREET
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Record
with
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new

Instantaneous
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GOULD-TEX
Recording

Blanks

Since steel base blanks may no longer be secured, our GOULDTEX line is being presented through our regular RecorDisc distributors. GOULD-TEX blanks employ an improved surface coating on a newly-developed, non-priority composition base, the approximate thickness of ordinary phonograph records. These new
RecorDiscs possess inherent reproduction qualities comparable to
any of the former steel base blanks.
Consumer promotion and the consistent performance of our
products have built favorable acceptance for RecorDisc—and now
that we can deliver our regular bond base
and these new GOULD-TEX blanks in
|
}
quantity, "Record Making" sales should
1
w
bring you welcome profits.
RecorDisc "Snapshots in
Er/
^Sound" are available at your
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locat distributor . . . for immediate delivery.
Dealer promotions can feature new
mailing cartons for 6 ]/% inch bond
base or GOULD-TEX blanks. Requiring only
cents postage,
these cartons will send recordings
safely ... anywhere. They are
available printed with provision for
addressing and return address.
Prices on application.

1
CORP.
mom/M,...
r//£ ffu
Cable Address
395 BROADWAY
RECORDISC

NEW YORK, N. Y
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NEW YORK, N.Y.

Electronic Device Helps
Luiuberxncn
Steel saws used ia sawmills are
often ruined by bits of metal or hard
substances embedded in the logs or
timber being sawed. 2Tear quarries,
for instance, stone and iron are often
blown into trees and the bark later
grows over the wounds, concealing the
presence of the foreign material.
If such trees are later sawed for
lumber, the saw may be damaged with
possible injury to the saw operator.
Steel tools and pocket knives have
thus been found embedded in the
trunks of trees reaching the saw mill.
Coil Tells Slory
To prevent such trouble, an electronic device has been developed to
detect the presence of any metal in
logs, so that such metal objects can he
chopped out before sawing begins.
The principle used is that of the sensitive "exploring coil" as already applied to locating buried metallic treasure, metal ores,, or hidden pipe lines.
When the coil is passed over a log,
an unbalanced signal is heard in ear
phones if the location of a piece of
hidden metal is approached.
This is only one of many electronic
applications to be found in the lumber
industry, where radio tube devices are
helping to boost production needed for
war. Much of the new equipment is
used to insure the safety of workmen,
as well as to facilitate the sorting,
sawing and storing processes.
Jobbers Urged to Sell
Capacitors to U. S.
Responding to an urgent wartime
need, the Aerovox Corp., New Bedford,
Mass., which has its mica production
capacity already stepped up several
dozen-fold over pre-war levels, and now
dedicated 100 per cent to war needs,
has just sent out a vigorous appeal to
jobbers asking them to make existing
mica capacitor stock available to
Uncie Sam. Special inventory forms
have been provided so that jobbers can
simply, quickly and explicitly tabulate
their available stock and send the information to the Army-Navy Communications Production Expediting Agency,
Pentagon Building, Arlington, Va.
"Forget the usual reasons for holding on to that mica capacitor stock,"
urges Charley Golenpaul of Aerovox,
"This is no time for 'Business as
usual.' Don't worry about your status
as a jobber, or about staying in business, You'll remain a jobber; you'll
stay in business: you'll get more stock
in the not distant future when this
desperate emergency is over,"

RADIO Retailing TODAY, October, 1942

Full size of Instrument. Note deep shroud
for glass proieaion—and "Quick-Look"
Scale.

This molded case corn tins full size
Triplett Mechanism. Rugged Construction—Compact Convenience,
I
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1 Four-point Core
Support

3 Bezel Shroud Eliminates
Unwanted Glare

2 Full Metal Bridges on
4 One-piece Formed Spring
Zero Adjustment
Top and Bottom
Thin-Line Instruments also have Standard Large Coil
Triplet! Movements. Furnished with Osmium pivots for
special requirements. All these Features make for greater
rigidity under vibration; greater permanence of calibration; greater user satisfaction.

Balanced Frame Con
Q Solid Balance Cross with
Screw-type Balance
Weights

7

Four-point Rigid Magnet
Clamping

3 Separate Dial Mounting
Independent of Top Bridge

PLEASE INSERT
INITIALS OF
YOUR EXECUTIVES
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' ^'0> TO ments for dependable per-

15. S. A.
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Strom her Workers Volunteer Tire Inspection

'
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^ Tough! That best describes this
Clarostat power rheostat now
found in planes, tanks and other
fighting equipment. Like other members of the Clarostat family of resistors, controls and resistance devices,
it's just plain tough.
Clarostat products are enlisting for
the duration. Your Uncle Sam is depending more and more on Clarostat
engineering and production. Our
plant has attained the 100% war production goal.
It will be increasingly difficult to obtain Clarostat resistors, controls and
resistance devices. This despite our
utmost efforts to meet civilian requirements as long as possible. However, we are all agreed that our first
duty today is the winning of the war.
After that, you can be sure that
Clarostat veterans of the production
front will again be ready to serve you
—and better than ever. Thanks for
your indulgence.
See Oub jjohLe*,. . .
★ Ask him about those replacements you most
urgently need in your servicing. He can
tell you what is and what is not available; also,
he can suggest suitable substitutes. He's there
to help you.

War workers at Stromberg-Carlson
Mfg. Co. have distinguished themselves
by being the first employe group in the
U. S. to pledge themselves voluntarily
to regular tire inspection. The step was
taken at a recent "rubber for Victory"
rally in which the SC workmen foresaw
the trend toward compulsory tire inspection. Ttie pledge was taken to
make immediate inspection and 2,500mile check-ups thereafter.
The move has received the congratulations of William M. Jeffers, rubber administrator of the War Production
Board. Mr. Jeffers sent a wire to Stanley Manson, labor-management chief of
Stromberg, to the effect that "Appreciate the cooperation of Stromberg-Carlson employees. We are going to need a
lot of that kind of spirit."
Members of the labor-management
committee said that "These regular voluntary inspections will provide hundreds of additional miles to the workers
by impressing on them the necessity of
regular care."
Moslow Itcady With
Ciiilden's Records
Making a series of announcements to
the record-merchandising trade is The
Mostow Co., Merchandise Mart, Chicago.
The firm is offering a group of phonograph records for children packed in
"Mardi Gras" gift style. The records are
described as unbreakable, and six of the
double-faced discs are included in the
feature gift unit. Records of the storytelling type, as well as musical selections appropriate for the youngsters,
are offered by Mostow.
This company declares that orders
can be filled immediately, and thus
makes an appeal to those who are now
thinking of pre-Christmas ordering for
the record department.

NEXT YEAR'S SCHEOULE
jremem&ei*
THESE TWO

DIRECTORIES
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REACHING the responsible electronic engineers, executives and production
heads in all radio-electronic manufacturing
plants; all communications services and
all known users of industrial electronic
equipment.

and
tRAt*
DlRtCtOR^

Precision Methods

BLANKETING the parts and radio jobbers,
home and auto radio servicemen, representatives, sound specialists, radio buyers of department stores, radio-music
merchants and other key dealers.
USB
COMPLETE COVERAGE
WITHOUT DUPLICATION

These are times when radio cnuipmeat
must undergo exaotlng tests before
units leave mnnufneturiug- plants. This
is tt test expert at Hnllierafters, Chicago.
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When you make up

Ak.DWELL-CLEMENTS. Inc.
480 Lexington Avenue, New York
Telephone PLaza 3-1340
201 N. WELLS STREET
CHICAGO
Telephone Randolph 9225
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Meet at Pittsburgh
The Tri-State Radio Parts Distributors Assn. of Western Pa., Northern
Ohio and West Virginia, a chapter of
NEDA, recently held a meeting in
Pittsburgh, with George Barbey, NEDA
head as the principal speaker. He
gave members the latest information
from Washington regarding Limitation
Order L-183 and the use of PD-1X
application forms, and also reported
Washington's attitude on standardization of radio replacement parts.
Members attending the get-together
were: Samuel P. Applebaura, Radio
Parts Co,; Harry Caplan, Cameradio
Co.; M. V. Mansfield and B. E. Cracraft, John Marshall Co.; J. V. Duncomb; II. Hauenstein and C. D. Gahagan, Radio Repairs & Service Co.;
V. M. Handle, Randle & Hornbrook;
Walter Hollenback, Hollenback's;
Burke Hill and Glen Zimmerman, Zimmerman Wholesalers; Art E. Winters
and Robert L. Kline; Winteradio;
Chester Davisson & Paul Lawman, Professional Radio Supply; William
Schuster, Warren Radio Co.; Cecil
Rhodes and Henry Trenton, Trenton
Radio Co.; Henry Morrison, Morrison
Radio Supply; James Ross. Ross Radio
Co.; Owen Smith, Warren Radio Co.;
Ed Lips and E. J. Tydings, Tydings
Co.; Ray King & Earl Irwin, King &
Irwin; A. G. Wertz and A. J. Reid,
Cambria Equipment Co.; Alex Gettman and Winston H. Taylor, Chemeity
Radio Supply.
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NEW UECIJLATIONS
FOK RADIO
La to last month a group of representative retailers attended meetings in
Washington, held by OPA, "to begin
the development of regulations dealing
with the elimination or curtailment of
certain non-essential retail services."
This was one of the early steps in
OPA's efforts to get a "retailer assistance" program under way, whereby
dealers would cut out the "frills" from
their operations and lower the cost of
doing business under OPA ceilings.
Under discussion are such matters as
deliveries, store hours, customer returns, exchanges, adjustments and sales
on approval; and lay-aways, will call,
gift wrapping, special decorations and
activities for sales promotional purposes.
OPA does not intend to relieve retailers from continuing to supply essential services if they have done so
in the past, but will aim the new program at the elimination of superlicial
services which are holdovers from prewar days—which the public no longer
expects, and which under the circumstances the government does not want.

&

In a new order issued by WPB, on
the subject of production of dry cell
batteries and flashlights for civilian
use, batteries for the portable type of
radio have been entirely eliminated as
being non-essential. The reason given
is that "most of these sets can operate
on AC household current."
Curtailment of civilian production,
as outlined by this order (L-71 as
amended) is put on a quarterly basis
and will have this result: "Only 35%
Rep Gets Aroinid

4
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are called transmitting capacitors
since their main use is in transmitting
circuits. Sometimes they are called
electronic capacitors, because they are
favored in the better grade electronic
and industrial assemblies. But regardless . . .
If your wartime activities are taking

MEM BEOfWUt MASS..
Sales Offfc** '■ ^ ,
princfoal Cities J
44

Ask our local jobber about these
extra-heavy-duty capacitors. Ask to
see his file copy of our Transmitting
Capacitor Catalog. And if you are
engaged in professional work, write
on your business letterhead for a registered copy.

mm

MROVOX CW1R?A lTD-

llere'^ « veteran radio representative
whose total miles traveled In the U.S.
Is one of the records of the industry.
It's r. V. I-. Smith, 2«5 W. 14th St., NYC,
dist- niniia^er for Continental Electric
Co., who started CO years ago in radio
and electrical work.
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of the Executive Committee at the
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City,
October 28 and 29.
Plilleo's Salvage Program
Nets Tons of Scrap
As part of the nation's effort to conserve and re-use all possible war materials, 120 carloads or 4,800,000 pounds
of steel turnings have been salvaged in
Philco's plants in the first half of
1942 it was announced by John Ballantyne, vp. in charge of operations. Tons
of brass, aluminum, and paper were
also collected.
Other parts of Philco's carefully
worked-out salvage program include
the dismantling of television production facilities, the development of a
new tin-saving solder, and the elimination of many die parts needed for
manufacturing replacement parts.

"A Record a Day Keeps Blues Away!"
Recorded messages for tlie men in the Armed Forces are now a popular moralehelper throughout the U-S. Kiuployecs at "Wilcox-Oay Corp., Charlotte, Mich., make
plenty of the records tor WG men now In uniform, keeping factory studios busy
as the company honor roll grows. Here, D. E. McGaw, Leo Wileox and Don llosmer
demonstrate the Idea at Recordlo plant.
of the number of radio batteries produced in 1941 will be manufactured.
These will be primarily for radios used
on farms."
For the next three months, the order
provides that Class A manufacturers
of radio batteries will be allowed 30%
of their monthly production. Class A
firms are General Dry Batteries, Inc.,
Cleveland National Carbon Co., Inc.,
New York; and Ray-O-Vac Co., Madison, Wis. Class B companies, which includes all other manufacturers in the
field, will be allowed to produce batteries equal to their 1940 production.
It a ii la iid Expands Activities
The president of Rauland Corp. of
Chicago, E. N. Rauland, announces the
expansion of the company's activities,
through the acquisition of title to the
American patents of the GaumontBritish Picture Co. of America, Cinema-Television. Ltd., and Baird Television, and also the rights to patents
on all future developments.of the Gaumont-British Picture Corp., Ltd. of
London, in the fields of television, electronic tube developments and other
light-sensitive devices.
The Rauland Corp. has taken over
in its entirety the laboratory and engineering staff as well as the equipment of these companies, and plans
for the expansion of electronic engineering activities are already under
way.
Military and industrial applications
of light-sensitive devices are an important aspect of the patent acquisition
since Rauland is engaged almost exclusively in war production.
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NEW A Cancels Fall
Convention
Nat'l. Electrical Wholesalers Ass'n.
announces that its Fall Convention,
originally scheduled for October, has
been cancelled. Arrangements have
been made, however, to hold a meeting
RADIO Retailing TODAV, October, 1942
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BECAUSE DU0T0NE
DISPLAYS Sell For You . . .
tlhe amazingly effective
DUOTONE display cards
double and triple needle
sales. Twelve different
types of phonograph
needles have special displays. Write for information today!

\SSflS-I
\ NEEDlES 9
v^ear
I mDUOTONE
1 doctlon m recor^
I ADVERTISING Sells For You
■ j criminates0
ilend |
Dynamic "reason why"
7 . - - A "pnjER pOlNlS
DUOTONE advertising
. bring customers into
V^y Slock op onFlElc<s
,
your store every week.
ST
today'.
V Y v\ Write for mats of the
ing series of ads
ma strik
prepared for you by
DUOTONE now!
5
","'
PVA. pri;cbynseumg your. re;y
\
\ promts by
th.|S timely |
\ jI 0preserving
'A -rhold. for pr-|CeS
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Wrlte today for the first
20 page booklet ever
prepared for a line of
record needles—the care
of records—and home recording. Over a hundred
thousand distributed
already. Write for information today!
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NEW
SYLVAN IA "SLIDE-GRIP" HANGERS
now come on the continuous-row industrial fluorescent fixtures. These mounting
clamps provide faster installation and
easier maintenance, and allow for better
alignment of fixtures. Offer a variety of
applications for chain, surface, rod or
messenger.cable mounting. Sylvania Elec.
Prods., Inc., Ipswich, Mass.—RRT.
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HERE'S

THE

ANSWER

TO ALMOST ANY CONDENSER REPLACEMENT PROBLEM
Replacements of dry or wet electrolytic condensers, low
voltage or high voltage, single units or dual or triple
combinations—Sprague Atom Midget Drys and Type EL
Prong-Base Drys handle them all. They take up less space,
they cost less, and they're easy to mount. What's more
they're not substitutes. They're better and more dependable than the old-style large condensers of equal rating
that they replace. Your Sprague jobber has them—and
you'll find they give you just what you need .for 90% or
more of the electrolytic replaceUse famous
Sprague
ments you are called upon to make.
^
fajnomSpraguB
TC Tubulars for
every by-pass conSPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.
denser need. "Not a
North Adams*
Mass.
failure in a million. '■

IDEAL NO, W "MACHINE SHOP" metal
etcher housed In a portable all-steel case,
8 in. x lOj/a in, x 7 in,, marks all Iron,
steel and their alloys. Has 14 heats, 115
to 1300 w. heat Indicating lamp and heat
resisting handpiece. Heavy asbestos covered secondary cables. Renewable work
plate. 115 v., 50-60 cycles standard, othervoltages & frequencies available. Ideal
Commutator Dresser Co., Sycamore, 111.

SPRAGUE
ATOM MIDGET

TYPE EL PRONG BASE

DRY ELECTROLYTICS

DRY ELECTROLYTICS

transformers
MOST1
used

STANCOR

BY MOST SERVICEMEN . . •

STANDARD TRANSFORMER
• CORPORATION •
1500 NORTH HALSTEO STREET. . . CHICAGO

AMFILE PHONO RECORD CABINET
is 5% In. wide and accommodates 25 records. Each record is housed In its own
numbered compartment, which number is
entered on the face of the record and in
the Contents Register, Bound In pin seal
simulated leather; 4 colors—blue, green,
maroon or black. Two sizes for 10" and
12" records. $2.75 for 10" and $3.25 for
12". Amberg File & Index Co., Kankakee,
III.—RRT,
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VITROHM STRIP RESISTORS, especially suitable In aviation, radio and installations where space limitations and
high unit space watt ratings are required,
employ strong, flat refractory cores for
the resistance wire winding. Mechanically banded terminals are spot welded in
position on the core, and the core and
winding are sealed in a fused-on Vitrohm
enamel. Each unit Is fitted with selfsustained mounting bracket and spacer.
Available in sizes ranging from V/2 to 6
inches in length with ratings of 30 to
75 watts. Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—RRT.
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1. Contribute to
the War Effort
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Radio Dealers Can
Sell Hearing Aids
In line with the article "Are You A
Victory Dealer" appearing in our Axigust issue, there is another item that
presents a logical and natural addition for the radio dealer,—the hearing aid is first cousin to a radio. Anyone trained to sell radios can Quickly
adapt himself to hearing aids. The
same is true of servicing. A decided
war-time advantage is that women
and men outside the draft age have
proven to be excellent at selling hearing aids.
The Crystal-Vox Hearing Instrument
Company, 1249 Washington Blvd., Detroit, Mich., is offering a high-grade
precision laboratory-built hearing aid
to dealers and to. territory distributors.
Although it has the advantage of retailing for less than the leading instruments, the discounts are generous.
The instrument itself is the result of
the research and experimental work of
one of America's pioneers in vacuumtube hearing devices. It was developed
in the laboratory of a Michigan radio
company, thereby incorporating unusual engineering knowledge and manufacturing experience.
The head of the firm, Walter C.
Bieneman, has been in the hearing-aid
business for years. "The Crystal-Vox
has been engineered to eliminate the
tedious tests and confusing choices
usually required of both prospect and
salesman," according to Mr, Bieneman.
"It is simple and easy to demonstrate
and to wear," Hearing aids and their
batteries are classified by Uncle Sam
as "Health Supplies" and therefore enjoy a priority rating next to war materials.
RADIO Retailing TODAY, October, 1943
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2. Push Your
Profits Ahead
i FQRyiCTORY 1

BELfone's role in wartime speed-up can make an
important profit gain ior you. Industrial plants,
rushed by the war eiforl, need the lime saving convenience of BELfone
—and priorities enable them to buy BELFONE equipment now.
To help you get your share oi this business, we're blazing the sales
trail with ads that put your selling points directly into the buyer's
hands . . . that drive home the BELfone story in the pages oi key
industrial and managerial magazines. For example, the ad shown on
this page is appearing in current issues oi Business Week and Modern
Industry ... is getting live prospects ior profitable BELfone sales.
Our war work comes first, of course, but we're on the job to fill your
orders for BELfone as quickly as possible. We've opened a new plant
that nearly doubles our capacity, and we're working more hours at
increased speed to produce additional equipment. Every possible
means is being taken to rush your orders through to you.
^
BELfone offers a profitable market lor development now. Don't miss your chance at this
harvest. Write immediately for full details. IT//
/>/

it*
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLE
*000 P/ays-^tes
The famous long-life phonograph needle that eliminates needle changing . . . fillers record scratch ... is
kind to your records ... gives you finest reproduction.
Only Fidelilone needles have the smooth Permomelal'
tip.. Only Fidelilone has unique Floating Point Construction. Ask your record dealer for demonstration.
Permo Products Corporation, Chicago. Illinois.
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TUBES

BATTERIES

CONDENSERS
afatr S/iy-ASHAFT VoUimu Controls, Transmitting tubes,
panel lumps, cathode ray
tubes, exciter lumps, suund
equipment, photo electric
cells, sound accessories, dry
batteries, flashlight bulbs.
NATIONAL UNION invites . . .
All radio service dealers to enjoy
the benefits of the N. U. Shop
Equipment Plan. The latest in
I tube testers and test equipment
I are available to you . . ,
I
More than 60,000 com pleted
B deals prove the success of this
■ plan. Investigate now ImAm
I
your
gll
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Zenith's Big-Scale
War Program
A Six-Step Plan to keep Zenith's
name before the public has been announced by the company's vice-president J. J. Nance.
It includes a national advertising
campaign with the theme "1917 War
run by Telephone—1942 War run by
Radio"; a workable service plan to
provide adequate servicing facilities
for set owners; a personnel placing
plan for distributor and dealer organizations; assistance for distributors
seeking "New Lines" to replace civilian
radio business; a sustained, largesized space, trade paper advertising
campaign, and number 6 Is a monthly
company newspaper written as a "letter from home" to all individuals connected with Zenith in factory, distributor and dealer organizations or in the
armed forces.
A member of each Zenith distributing organization has been appointed
as field editor for his territory for the
paper which is tagged the "Zenith Radiorgan," supervised by Edgar G.
Herrmann, sales manager.
Since its first issue Zenith has re-,
ceived enthusiastic letters and wires
from Zenith dealers and distributors
as well as those now serving Uncle
Sam.
One dealer now in the Army wrote
that "The Radiorgan" made him feel
as if he again belonged to the business
he was engaged in, in civilian life,
and that other men in the service expressed the wish that their company
would put out something like it.

JVbw Ready!
The engineerins
treatment of
ULTRA-HIGH
FREQUEN CY
TRANSMISSION
for which you've been waiting
For all who are interested in the problems
of transmission through hollow pipes and coaxial lines—this book brings together the
developments in the
field and presents
them in a sound,
^^
understandable ext wnaM mw
^
planation of the dis■ fl IO
tinclive characterisnAjl Ul
tics of microwaves f
and a discussion of
the use of Maxwell's
T* fl A Al 01
equations as a
lll|||U\|
means of handling
I
!
the problems of
transmission line
design.
'
MICROWAVE

FM Station Ready
to Go
The FM station of Metropolitan Television Inc., W 75 NY, is now making
tests and expects to go on the air with
regular programs six hours daily in
November. Metropolitan Television
Inc. is jointly owned by Abraham &
Straus and Bloomingdale's.
It will be known as the "Information
station" according to I. A. Hirschmann,
v.p, of Bloomingdale's and of the station.
"Major emphasis of our programs
will be ou the news, music, and education, with behind-the-scenes information on current events in these fields,"
says Hirschmann.

TRANSMISSION
By J. C. SLATER
Professor of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
310 pages, 6x9, illustrated, $3.50
DESCRIBES the general theory underlying the methods actually used for
transmitting microwaves from point to point,
from the generator in which they are produced to the receiver in which they are detected, with the intermediate stage of radiation from one antenna and absorption by
——
—another antenna. Shows
Deo/s with such h,ow the extensive
..
theory based
of transmission
problems
as:
lines,
on ordinary
• attenuation in reclang- ideas of electric cirular wave guides
cuits, can be carried
• composite wave guides over l0
theory of
8 a, oida, :e of re
StiJS ' "
- microwave transmission,
. radiation and absorp- and hoW
^ simPle
tion of energy by a siro- circuit methods are ]usjle antenna
lifted by the more cor• effect of reflectors and rect methods of Maxother devices for produr- we]]'s eq„ations and
ing directed beams, with , ow .i
•_ i
.t,
problems of diffraction " these Simple melh• coupling of coaxial bds must be supplelines and wave gurdes mented.

Wcstiugliousc Plants
Receive <6E" Pennants
Rear Admiral Wm. Carelton Watts
of the U. S. Navy recently presented
Army-Navy "E" pennants to 5 Pittsburgh-area plants of the Westinghouse
Elec, & Mfg. Co. "for high achievement in the production of war equipment."
The company is now producing war
equipment at the rate of 1500,000,000
worth a year.

10 DAYS FREE EXAMINATION ^
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.,
"j
330 W- 42nd St.. New York
Send me Slater's Microwave Transmission for 1ft J
days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will '
send you $3.50 plus few cents postage, or return I
book postpaid, (Postage paid on cash orders. |
Same return privilege.)
|
Name
*
Address
|
City and State
J
Position
|
Company
it,U. 10-42

|
J
I
I
|
J
|
J
|
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GE Salvages
100 Train Toa<ls
By salvaging everything from outdated rubber stamps to an obsolete
power plant, the General Electric Co.
will recover and return this year S80
million lbs. of waste, enough to fill
every car in 100 average freight trains.
Men at each of the company's plants
are developing new ways of reducing
the amount of material needed in
manufacturing. A suggestion system is also in effect by which the
workers suggest methods of increasing
production and conserving vital materials.
All the scrap is transferred to salvage depts. where it is classified and
sorted into 125 different classes. These
departments have facilities to reduce
scrap to convenient shipping shapes.
GE's scrap yield will be swelled this
year by the company's "treasure hunt"
for war-scarce materials in conjunction with the nation's "Salvage for
Victory" campaign.
Ufajor Classer Reports
for Boston Duty
Harold A. Glasser, well known in the
field as a merchandising specialist and
inventor of the Conservador used in
Philco refrigerators, is now a Major in
the United States Army.
He has taken leave of absence from
his duties as sales manager of the Appliance Div. of Bruno-New York, Inc.
and is now serving at the Post Exchange Division at the Port of Embarkation, Boston.
Rep Goes to War

Me/jo,

<:
OvV

....
'Certainly, I

1 Rather Wear Nylons

. , . buf if fhe boys of fhe front
need it for parachutes, I'm happy to
do with this 'little less' unfH the war
is won."
Your customers wilt be equally undersfandina In
Ibeir radio repair work, where the shortage of
replacement parts may force you to improvise repairs in order to gel a set into operation.
This improvising may require the total elimination
of certain stapes, or the substitution of specific
resistors, condensers, sockets, etc., and, as a result, the (inished job may not be "100%." However, if you explain to your customers how you
have gotten around an "impossible" situation, they
will appreciate it and be satisfied with a "little
less" than perfect while the armed forces are in
need of radio parts.
By this improvising, you will be meeting your responsibility to "keep 'em playing" and doing your
share towards winning the war by conserving parts.
To know just what section CAN be eliminated—
what parts can be by-passed—what replacements
can be substituted for—you have to know what
is IN the set. It isn't profitable to spend hours
"guessing" WHERE the set is defective and "experimenting" with "probable" methods of improvising repairs. The servicing data in RIDER
MANUALS can lead you riqht to the trouble, and
furnish you with the facts that will enable you
to get the set into operation quickly, in spite of
material shortages.

So, reach for one of your Thirteen RIDER MANUALS when you begin EVERY job! It's your
DUTY to work with the utmost efficiency,
RIDER MANUALS
Volumes XIII to VI1
$11.00 each
Volumes VI to III
g.25 each
Volumes I to V, Abridged
$12.50
Automatic Record Changers and Recorders., 6.00
OTHER RIDER BOOKS YOU NEED
The Cathode Ray Tube at Work
$3.00
Frequency Modulation
l.so
Servicing by Signal Tracing.,,
3.00
Meter at Work....
1.50
Oscillator at Work
2.00
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
2.00
AFC Systems
1.25
HOUR-A-DAY-WlTK-ItlDBK SERIES—on "Alternating Currents in Radio Receiver"—on "Resonance & Alignment"—on "Automatic Volume
Control"—on "D-C Voltage Distribution,"
90c each
JUST OUT!
A-C CALCULATION CHARTS—Two to five times
as fast as a slide rule—and more fool-proof. All
direct reading—operative over a frequency range of
from 10 cycles to 1000 megacycles. 160 Pages—2
colors—9I/2X12 inches—$7.50.
.
FOR EARLY PUBLICATION
Inside the Vacuum Tube—complete elementary explanation of fundamentals of vacuum tubes.
John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.
404 Fourth Avenue
New York City
Export Division: Rocke-International Electric Corp.
100 Varick St., New York City Cable: ARIAB

YOU NEED ALL THIRTEEN
RIDER

M. IC. Franklin, yioaeer rnitio rey In tl>e
Minneapolis nrcn who is now a first
lieutenant In the M.IVs at Ft. Lawton
near Seattle, is shown here with Mel
Foster, another Minneapolis rep. Between iila nes, they review wartime rail io news.

MANUALS to

carry ON

. . . And we can ship
SELL ON SIGHT your order immediately
Six double-face 7-incb, unbreakable
Children's Records of Song and Story . . .
Beautiful tone, interesting . . . packed in
colorful Mardi Gras Gift Box.
Sensationally priced NET to you at .55
cts, per set (Minimum order 6 sets). Lots
of 24 or more boxes of 6 records, .50 cts,
per complete set. 3% discount-cash with
order. Rush orders—supply limited.
m
' Wing-Type
•
(Holds
With stringRecord
tje Album
12 Discs). Indexed. Net to you
SOc each
The MOSTOW Co.
MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO, ILL,
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Milwaukee Distributor
Sponsors "Dad"
One of the more exceptional steps
taken by a radio distributor, on the
matter of wartime "substitute" lines,
is the "soap" business being developed
by jRoth Appliance Distributors, Inc.,
647 W. Virginia St., Milwaukee, Wis.
This firm has been working with a
large soap manufacturer, and has
developed an all-purpose soap called
"Rad" which has the water-softening
ingredients factory-processed into it.
Dealers Like it
/
perfect coordination

communications

IMMEDIATE
WANTED, RADIO DEALERS
to handle the new 1943 Victory Model Crystal-Vox Hearing Aid. A "natural" for you
to bolster your business. This
vacuum tube instrument is so
nearly like a radio that you
can quickly profit from the
previous experience and training of your sales and service
departments. A first class instrument that retails for less.

WAR

OPPOtfTUNITV
yet carries a liberal discount
to dealers. Exclusive territory distributorship open to
those qualified.
Write or wire for
full particulars.

Twenty-one of the leading appliance retailers of Milwaukee have
taken on "Rad" and department stores
are aggressively promoting it. Dealers are interested in the high unit
price; the smallest sale possible is a
25 lb. wooden bucket retailing at $5.75.
flowever, since Roth is now distributing "Rad" nationally, dealers
can get 125-lb. drums or 200-lb. barrels, and dish it out like sugar in a
grocery store.
Roth reports that "soap profits are
not as large as those to which appliance dealers have been accustomed,
percentage-wise . . . however, the repeat business (with no trade-ins and
no service factors involved) is such
that the net profit is more interesting
to the dealer than that of the tradein business."
Condenser Display
for Jobbers

CRYSTAL-VOX
Hearing Instruments Co.
1249 Washington Blvd.
Detroit, Mich.

MEMO

To keep the Axis from our shores,
keep after that "10% of gross payroll"
goal in War Bonds, through the Payroll
Savings Plan!

50

A new counter display of light colored
wood Is ready for distributors of Industrial Condenser Corp.. 1725 W. North St.,
Chicago. Sixteen condenser types are
mounted on this 18" hy 20" unit. New
Ineco plan calls for distribution throngrh
jobbers, with stocks carried by each, to
insure prompt delivery locally.
RADIO Retailing TODAY, October, 1942
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Electronic Cop
Warns Speedsters
Driving at night along a highwaynear St. Paul and Minneapolis, the
motorist's attention is caught by the
sudden turning on of a large illuminated signboard ahead of him. A second or two later the sign flashes the
speed of his car in lighted numbers,
big enough to read a mile away. If
the speed is too fast for the dangerspot ahead, the sign flashes an additional warning in the words "Slow
Down."
"Startled by this electronic speed
cop that issues no summonses, the motorist may wonder what mathematical
genius is hiding behind the sign. The
explanation is simple," says Frazier
Hunt, Genera] Electric newscaster,
"As one's car passes a certain point on
the highway it interrupts a beam of
invisible rays. A photoelectric tube
turns on the sign, and starts an electronic timer which measures the car's
speed. As the car passes the second
electric eye the timer calculates the
speed, and flashes the speed in lights,
as a warning to the driver.

2zaB

... and this ultra-modern plane our arena of action
... where new ideas are perfected and transformed
into efficient electronic equipment for our fighting
forces of air, land and sea.
SO THAT TANKS MAY TALK
Teamwork in full action . . . for our mighty tanks and for
fighters and fortresses of the ait is a vital factor made possible
through Rauland Short Wave Communication.
.HAPUCAIA IS SPECD/NC pgnnurno^
On the home production firing-line AMPLICALL Intercommunication and paging are getting things done in a hurry.'Wir
plant executives are doing in seconds what formerly took hours
. . . saving time, energy and costs . . . and producing more
war goods!
You can get AMPLICALL and sell it . . . for it fits perfectly
into the War Program.

<

fydiubjul

RADIO.
SOUND.
COMMUNICATIONS
The RAULAND CORP. (Rauland-Webster Sound Div.) 4245 N. Knox Avenue, Chicago

^Itadlo NIlrse?,
for Dogs
An electronic novelty brought out
several years ago by Zenith, was the
"Radio Rurse." This carrier-frequency device provides a microphone
which can be plugged in at any electrical outlet in a child's nursery,
while the speaker end of the unit is
brought to the room occupied by the
parents. Turning on the "nurse" the
parents can listen Hn at any time
on the sleeping child.
Since the Radio Nurse was first introduced, many other uses for it have
been devised. One of the most original comes from Bob Lenfesty of
Seattle Hardware Company, Zenith
Seattle distributors. It seems as
though Bob has had some difficulty
with his dogs, who are proverbial
howlers at the moon. He installed
one end of the Nurse in the dog pen
and the other in his bedroom, with a
duplicate set enabling him to shout
back at the dogs to keep quiet. After
a few nights of this, his neighbors
wanted to know if he had disposed of
his dogs—but Bob only replied, "I.
hired a Radio Nurse," which stopped
all questions.

ASK THE

MAN

Wdr

WHO

Knows

He's your Radio Parts Jobber!
When you have an order that carries
priority ratings or need some Astatic
Product for replacement or repair of
existing radio, public address or phonograph equipment, your Radio Parts
Jobber is in a position to advise you
concerning your requirements. Some
products you desire may actually be
immediatelyavailable in stock. Others
may be procurable on order, and, of
course, there will be those products
in the Astatic line discontinued for
the duration owing to the conversion
of essential materials to wartime
needs. Ask the man who knows
. . . your Radio Parts Jobber!

ASIAIJC
THE

ASTATIC
CORPORATION
In Canada:
YOIINQSTOWN,
Canadian Astalic Lid
Licensed Under Brush
-Development Co. PaJems
Toionio, Oniaiio
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THERE'S
f

A

GROWING
DEMAND
Jor

k

PDLYMET

VICTORY
BUY
UNITED
STATES
SAVINGS
BONDS
AND STAMPS

Condenser replacements account for
about 40% of all
radio repair jobs.
Dependable c o n densers are, therefore, essential for
gaining and maintaining Maximum
customer satisfac-

—3®
m.

nmgMm

PROTECT 4(1%
that
NOW, more than ever, the
jobber and service man
must recognize the growing demand for POLYMET,
CONTINUOUS
DEPENDABLE
SERVICE
For 21 years POLYMET ELECTROLYTIC and BYPASS CONDENSERS have improved quality
and service. Add to this a liberal and reasonable mark-up. No
fly-by-niflht "harflain catalofls"
can undersell you on POLYMET.
You're protected, your customer
is satisfied, your profits and volume increase. We're conservins
vital defense materials by limiting sizes to those most universally used. Those will serve
practically every need.
Complete listing of available
types and prices will be fori warded upon request.
owmel

699 EAST 135th ST.,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
52
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Hep Goes After
War Business
An example of aggressive wartime
stiles methods used by manufacturers
representatives is seen in the current
material being sent out by Detsch &
Co., a western sales office with headquarters at 341 Tenth St., San Francisco.
Addressed to sales managers, one
letter says "we are sending you this
circular letter as a specimen of the
circular work which we take off your
hands in issuing reports, quotations,
etc. from our main office to ail the
jobbing trade in the area west of Colorado's eastern boundary, and including the Province of British Columbia,
Canada . . , these are times when it is
not a sales problem but a production
problem . . . and possibly your present
production problems are forcing you to
contemplate a shifting of your sales
promotion to other hands."
Advantages of the Detsch office are
then listed as experience, responsibility, capacity, performance, economy
and efficiency, with details in each
case. The firm also has done considerable work on raw materials shortages, priority rulings, etc., and offers
specific help on getting government
orders.
S-W Receives "E" Flag
a I Public Ceremony
A publid presentation of the joint
Army-Navy Production Award pennant
to the Stewart-Warner Corp., was held
at Soldier Field, Chicago, prior to a
big Army War Show and was witnessed by 21,000 employes and their
families.
Brig. Gen. Donald Armstrong, until
recently in command of the Chicago
ordnance district, presented the award
to the company and Commander W, W.
Weber, representing the Navy delivered individual insignia for employes.
Frank A. Ross, senior vice-pres., Frank
A. Hiter, v.p. and gen. sales mgr., John
Brewer, Chas. Emmler and Helen Polowy represented the company,
Stewart-Warner, one of the first Chicago industries to shift to arms making, is now "the country's largest manufacturer of shell fuses."
California Radio
Pioneers Name Officers
New officers of the Radio Pioneers
of Southern-California were named at
tim last meeting of the group, at the
Mayfair Hotel in Los Angeles. Carl
Stone was named president; George
Marshall, vice-president; Jack Perimuth, vice-president and Garratt Arnold, secretary.
Although the members of the organization are working at a new pace in
distributing, selling and manufacturing radio materials for war use, they
have retained their monthly meeting
schedules at the Mayfair.

v/rtV*
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ALLIANCE
"EVEN'SPEED"
PHONO'MOTORS

CcKA^

EASY TO INSTALL...
Fit 95% of all makes
• The low cost and quick, easy
instaliation of "Even-Speed"
Motors make it more practical
and profitable to replace the
entire unit when trouble occurs
than to attempt what may prove
to be a difficult repair job. The
"Even-Speed" line of only four
phono-motors provides a unit for
95% of all replacement requirements. Carry a few in stock for
every month will bring a greater
demand for replacements.
Each motor and turntable comes
in an attractive carton for your
greater convenience.
Write today for complete information and loto prices on the "EvenSpeed" line of phono-motors.
Export Address:
377-379 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
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Musical I>ca«ler
PRESTO
HOW
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Violet G. Webber is the new executive
secretary ot the National Association of
Music Merchants, «ith ofllees at 45 W.
45th St., New York City. NAMM continues to support strongly the Idea that
"JVInslc Maintains Morale." Mrs. "Wehher
holds similar posts with four other musical trade associations.

Recoton's Free
Display Offer
Now available to record dealers Is a
brightly colored phonograph needle
display from Recoton Corp., 21-10 49th
Ave., Long Island City, N. Y. It includes, in compact form, a complete
Recoton Phoneedle department—a silent salesman to attract customers—
suitable for counter or for window.
The display comes with five cartons
of Recoton needles.
There is a limited number of these
self-selling displays for free distribution and they may be obtained by
writing Recoton direct, or from one of
the firm's regular distributors.
Aide to Recruit
Servicemen
Raymond Rosen. Philadelphia, distributor of RCA-Victor products, has
been appointed Civilian Recruiting
Aide for the Army Signal Corps. Harry
Bortnick, promotion mgr. of the Rosen
Co. is assisting him to secure qualified
servicemen and technicians from the
allied communications industries.
Experienced radio and sound men
of draft status will be advised to enlist
in the Army Signal Corps where their
services will be of the greatest benefit.
All men iti Penna., Southern N. J.
and Delaware interested in enlisting
are advised to contact Lt. S. D. Distelhorst. Urn. 623, Customs House, 2nd
and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia. Pa.

DISCS

BETTER THAN

Contrary to rumors, there is no
scarcity o£ first grade Presto Recording Blanks. No priority rating
is required to purchase them. All
orders are being shipped the day
they are received.
Changes in certain coating ingredients due to war conditions
have actually improved their cutting qualities. The thread throws
more cleanly away from the needle.The coating is consistently smooth,
entirely free of "hard spots." The
surface noice is well below audibility. Prices remain the same.
Don't neglect the profit possibilities in commercial recording discs

EVER

., , one of the few lines still free for
civilian use. Look over your stock today. Suggest to your disc customers,
radio stations, and schools, that they
order for the coming fall business.
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Peerless scores again . . .
this lime with the most
beautiful album you have
ever seen, with genuine
gold embossing on lux«urious saffian - grained
leather
- like fabric.
'
'Rounded wood hack,
p
protected
corners to
„
match
finest Library vol„umes. Embodies exclussive Protccto-l'Tap, thus
c
comhining the perfect
balance of utility and
jdeeoralion . . . u natural
gl
seller.
Distributors . . . Write for Details
URII11
IPEERLESS
q
*-38-42 West 21st Street
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PO.,
Inc.
New York City

Cliieago Experts Honored by "E" Award
for War Production

IVash-KelvIna tor's
First Wartime Convention
Distributors and zone managers of
Nash-Kelvinator were recent guests at
a four-day meeting in Detroit, to obtain first-band knowledge of the tremendous war job the industry is doing,
according to an announcement by vicepresident Frank R. Pierce.
The event also served as a get-together to discuss future plans, in maintaining and strengthening the dealer
organization. It included an inspection tour of the company's Propeller
Division plants in Lansing, to see what
"Democracy's Arsenal" is doing to
speed victory for America-

These mdlo men are proud o£ their "E" rating—"VV. J,
left, pres. of The
Hnlllernfters Co., and ICnymond Durst, right, sales manager, are shown with Joseph
I,. Overlook, regional director of WPB, during presentation of Army-Navy "E'*
Award to Ualllcrnflers.

Victor' Expands
Record Activity
Continued expansion in the record
business has moved RCA Mfg. Co. to
announce a number of appointments
among Victor recording executives.
Frank B. Walker, vice president, will
now give full time to matters concerning repertoire and recording. James
W. Murray, who has been a key man
in the record industry here and abroad
since 1928, has joined Victor and will
be general manager of the commercial
records division.

Yaco Screw Drivers Approved
For Signal Corps Trainees
v/
X
Signal Corps
/\
men find these
/ \
3 specially se- A
lected VACO M
SCREW DRIVERS cover all needs . . . M
All Vaco drivers have shock-proof,
chip-proof, break-proof Am beryl
handles and narrow, straight bits.
Other Vaco drivers for radio
work: Grip-point screw-holding,
Spin-Hex, etc., all insulated.
173 TYPES IN ALL.

feifeasrSSP ng#
iiill

Jobbers should stock 3
Signal Corps numbers
illustrated, immediately.
Priority rating preference,

JH

1123 W. Washington
VACO Products Co. CH IC AGO , I LLAll Readv for Anj JoD Ahead
• The wide range in types and sizes of G. I.
motors fits them for many applications in war
production and makes them available in reasonably short time. For more than thirty years,
G. I. small-power motors have been leaders in
fields where quiet running and reliability were
^
first requisites. Thev measure up
Jji /\ fully to Government requirements and are furnished only on
\~S
direct Government orders.
THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO.
Deparfmenl 15, ELYRIA, OHIO
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While every precaution is taken to insure
accuracy, we cannot suarantee against the
possibility of an occasional change or
omission in the preparation of this index.
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Booklets

Tube Base Data Connections and
Chart, a convenient folder released by
Weston which assembles together the
element connection and base layout of
over 600 different types of radio tubes.
Includes diagrammatic sketches of the
bottom view of socket or base of tubes,
a tube base chart indicating the proper
base to use for tbe various tubes listed.
Copy may be obtained by writing to
Weston Elec'l. Instr. Corp., Newark,
N. J.
Precision Tube Co., Philadelphia, has
issued a new Bulletin No, 202, dealing
with the mechanical and electrical
specifications of Precision metal shielded wire by their method of protecting
insulated wires enclosed in either thin
wall seamless aluminum copper or
lead tubing-

Greeitlee Bros. Honored
By "E" Award
In a lively ceremony on the company
grounds at Roekford, III., Greenlee
Bros. & Co., of which Greenlee Tool
Co. is a division, was presented the
Army-Navy "E" flag. George C. Purdy,
pres., accepted the flag from Lieut. Col.
Edward H. Bowman, chief of Chi. Pro.curement District. Lieut. Com. R. J.
Twyman spoke for the Navy and presented employee representatives with
"E" pins.
The affair was witnessed by over
3000 people, including employees and
their families and guests.
Among the products now being manufactured by Greenlee for the war effort are transfer machines, automatic
screw machines for munitions and airplane engines, wood-working machines
and hand tools.
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Emerson's Service Flag
Has 60 Stars
Sixty stars are now mounted on the
service flag of Emerson Radio & Phono
Corp. and one special star for Joseph
P. Marencvuk, reported missing in
action.
Emerson has instituted a program
for keeping in touch with their men In
the service through letters and news
items and by doing errands and chores
for the men.
Ohmlte Fxpaiuis Again
In addition to the big increase in
plant size a short time ago, Ohmite
Mfg. Co., Chicago, now makes another
expansion in factory space. It provides more space and facilities to produce more units to meet the greatly increased demand in Ohmite's war effort,
Ohmlte units are' used in planes,
tanks and ships, in communications,
electronic and control equipment, in
industry and research.
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Performafice . . Eye Appeal . .
Value . . Sensatiunally prieed ^
at $19.65. Dealer Net Price,
Here Is an AC-DC Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter with
all the ranges you want . . . easily readable on
th« large 7" instrument with extra-long $" stale.
l» a new up-to-the-minute t(iroe-t»l>e case, DC
Velts 0-10-30-256-500-1000 at 5000 Ohm« per volt
DC: 1000 ohms per volt AC. AC Volts 0-10-50250-1000 at 400 ohms per volt: DC Ma. 0-1-10-100:
Besistanee ranges: 0-1500 Low Ohms: 0-150,000
Ohms and 0-7.5 and 0-15 Megehms. Maroon case
with red and silver panel, attached handle.
Dealer Net Price, $19,65
For Catalog Write — Section 917, College Drive
55

effecfed by new Alloy and
Liffelfuse Design, in
LITTELFUSE
Beryllium
FUSE

Copper

CLIPS

Higher standards of service are being
set by this new clip in: (1) Tensile
Strength; (2) Fatigue Resistance; (3)
Modulus of Elasticity; (4) Heat Resistance; (5) Spring Qualities equal
to steel; (6) Triple the Grip of best
phosphor bronze. Send for
Special Be. Cu. Bulletin
giving specifications, data and characteristics of this remarkable clip. Ask
also for
Complete Littelfuse Catalog
of Fuses for every instrument purpose, panels, mountings, etc. Write.
LITTELFUSE INC.
4791 Ravenswood Ave. Chicago, III.
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Television's Future
When Peace Comes
What's ahead for the theater, screen
and radio are all so definitely linked
with television that their destiny comprises chapters in a new book, "The
Future of Television" by Orrin E. Dunlap, Jr., just published by Harper &
Brothers. Television will be one of
the great post-war industries, says Mr.
Dunlap, for many years radio editor
of the N. Y. Times. Television, he
thinks, will exert far-reaching influences on entertainment, education, the
dissemination of news, sports, advertising, and the arts.
Will television make obsolete more
than 900 "sightless" broadcasting stations and 55,000,000 home radios?
What is television's promise to the
school and the church? What is to be
the fate of singers, comedians, vaudevillians, political orators, cartoonists
and teachers? These and many other
Important questions, such as showmanship, programming and legal aspects
are discussed, as the future of television and its widespread opportunities
are analysed.
Right now television is being greatly perfected by wartime research and
engineering in radio and electron optics. That achievement will be an outstanding contribution of science to the
new era promised by the Atlantic
Charter. Sightseeing by radio is predicted as a national pastime. Homes
everywhere will have all-seeing eyes,
because the science of electronics will
put television within the price-range
of the masses, as it has radio sets. Just
as transatlantic liners took on radio
voices-after World War I, so transatlantic planes will see by radio after
World War XI. while millions of people
in their homes will look in on distant
cities, across continents and seas.
Radio, which made a whispering gallery of the heavens, is now described
as preparing to turn the world into a
Hall of Mirrors!

TO CUT HOLES IN
RADIO CHASSIS
yVa tyiilncf, R.ea*ftUuf a*
zJUatU.
□ Kandy tool to Koip the radio worker
save many hours of work when outting holes
for sockets, plugs, connectors, and other receptacles Sn radio chassis. A cap screw is
inserted in a small drilled hole, and the punch
is easily forced into the die by a few turns
of the cap screw with an ordinary wrench.
Smooth holes, requiring no filling or reaming,
can be out in metal up to '/g-inch thick in 1%
minutes or less.
Ten punches are available for cutting %. %. 1,
l'/8. 1-5/32, 1-3/16, 11/4. 13/8, 11/j. and 2»A-inch
holes. A Oreenlee Knockout Cutter is also
available for cutting holes up to S'/j-inch size
for meters.
Wr/fe for Greenlee Catalog 33B

"Dutch" Fcldon to
Chicago Firm
0. A. "Dutch" Feldon, recognized
authority on merchandising and marketing, has joined MacFarland, Aveyard
& Co. Chicago Advertising agency, as
a partner and vice president in charge
of merchandising. This is part of the
agency's general expansion program,
which includes addition of both space
and personnel.
Well-Known Rep Passes On
B. G. Paylor of Dallas, Texas, one
of the veteran manufacturers representatives of the South, died on September 37. He represented various
parts manufacturers for the past 8
years. Prior to that he was sales manager of the radio department of McLendon Hardware Co. and later McLendon Eiec. 8c Radio Co., Waco, Texas,

i REFLEX
SPEAKERS
are fhe result of
YEARS of RESEARCH
that is why
UNIVERSITY REFLEX
is the accepted
STANDARD
for all
WAR USE
A loudspeaker capable of meeting to. day's WAR needs
r must be the result
* of years of experience.
The years of pioneering effort of
University Laboratories in developing
ij the REFLEX type
of speaker is today
I being repaid many
times in the contribution t_h a t this
speaker is making
to the WAR effort.
UNIVERSITY LABS.. 225 VARICK ST.. NYC

Buy

U. S

War

Savings

Bonds

and

Stamp
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HERE'S

WHY

WE

CAN'T

FILL

If you have not been able to get all or anv of the RGA
Tubes you have oh order, we have the best reason in
the world. We fill all war orders first. There can't be
any argument with that.
Here at RCA we don't think anything is important
except winning the war. And we're pledged to "Beat
the Promise" to produce for the government as many
as we can of vital radio tubes so sorely needed by
our armed forces.

ALL

RCA

TUBE

ORDERS

We'd like to back up our statement that we're doing
that by telling you that our Harrison Tube Division
was recently honored with the Array-Navy "E" Burgee.
We'd like to extend that pledge to you. But until we've
beaten even our "Beat the Promise" pledge, everything else must wait At RCA the U. S. A. comes first.
BUY U. S WAR BONDS EVERY PAYDAY

ilffii

RCA

RADIO

TUBES

RCA Monufactoring Company, Inc., Camden, New Jersey

A

NEW

ELECTRONIC

The famous RCA Electron Microscope has a new
attachment—a diffraction camera, so that man's
eye can see the enormously magnified structure of
an infinitesimal object and actually determine its
atomic design.
The atoms are not seen but the new adapter
finds out where they are. The revealing picture
looks like the midnight sun. But in reality this is
not a picture of anything. It is the spirit of the
crystal structure—an assembly of complex clues
from which the mathematical detective can determine how the atoms take their orderly arrangements in various substances.
Scientists call the picture a diffraction pattern—a pattern from electrons, which found

SUN!

their way through the crystal lattice—that invisible, exquisite arrangement of atoms which nature
fashions from humble table salt to the lordly
diamond. It is a set of concentric circles, some
diffuse, others sharp. From the dimensions of the
circles and the intensities, the arrangement of the
atoms in the material is determined, so that the
crystal structure can be identified and analyzed.
Thus, RCA Laboratories open new and
unseen worlds for exploration as the Electron
Microscope coupled with the new diffraction
camera sees deeply into electronic and submicroscopic realms.
BUY U. S. WAR BONDS EVERY PAYDAY!

RCA LABORATORIES
PIONEER IN RADIO, ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America • RCA Building, New York, N. Y.
Other Services of RCA: RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc. • National Broadcasting Company, Inc.
R. C. A. Communications, Inc. • Blue Network Company, Inc. • Radiomarinc Corporation of America • RCA Insiitules, Inc.

